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1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 

1.1 Serial Input/Output 
 

The input buffer has a 256 byte capacity. 
At 184 bytes, the printer sends an XOFF (13h) and sets the busy signal. 
At 32 bytes, the printer sends an XON (11h) and removes the busy signal. 

1.1.1 Specifications 
 

Standard Settings 
 

Interface USB or RS232 serial 

RS232 data format 115.200 baud, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit,  
hardware- and software handshake, baud rate can be adjusted through 
the software 

 
USB V1.1 Full speed, V2.0 compatible, printer class 
  
Transmission to host Status request, etc. 
 
Self-test during power-on Pressing the feed button while turning on the printer activates a 

printout of the printer settings 
 
Font set similar to code table 850, see font table 
 
Character size 8x16, 8x32, 16x16, 16x32, 16x64, 32x32, 32x64, 64x128 
 
Character type normal, bold, underline, inverse (white on black) 
 
Standard font IBM II 
 
Standard size 16x32 
 
Graphics normal / compressed 
 
Temperature Storage: -40ºC to +85ºC, 0-90% humididty 
 Operation: -10ºC to +60ºC, 10-90% humidity  
 Extended temperature range on request 
 
Driver Windows® CE.Net 4.2, 5.0, 6.0 
 Windows® 2000, XP, Vista and 7  
 Linux (CUPS Treiber V1.2 and 1.4) 
 
Certification CE 
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1.1.2 RS232 
 

Baud rate:   150 - 460,800 bps 
baud rate can be adjusted through a software command 

Data bits   = 7, 8 
Stop bits   = 1, 2 
Parity   = none, even, odd 
Flow control   = hardware and software handshake 
Error display via status bit:  buffer overflow, framing error, parity error 
 

 

1.1.3 USB: Printer class 
 

The printer corresponds with the USB specification V1.1 for full speed devices. The printer is compatible 
with USB V2.0 bus systems. Its USB Device Class corresponds with a "Printer Class". 
 
After the power has been connected, the PC reports "USB printer support"  
and installs a USB port, typically "USB001". 
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Currently, the following configurations are implemented: 
Brx open = Do not send IEEE1284 string  
Brx set = Send IEEE1284 string - standard 
Device: 
idVendor  = 0x19DB (VID, GeBE) 
idProduct  = 0x0265 (PID, = A8) 
bcdDevice  = 0x0100 (=V1.00)  
bmAttributes  = 0x80 (bus powered, no remote wakeup) 
MaxPower  = 0x19 (*2mA) = 50mA 
 
In the USB stack, the three requests of the printer have been implemented in addition to the standard 
Chapter 9 requests:  

GET_DEVICE_ID  
GET_PORT_STATUS  
SOFT_RESET 

The following is supplied as IEEE 1284 capabilities string at GET_DEVICE_ID: 
"MFG:GeBE;CMD:PCL;MDL:GEBE TINI;" 

The USB interface is implemented as a bidirectional USB printer class. 
 
All error messages transmitted by the printer (except <XON> and <XOFF>) are stored in an internal 
buffer and kept available for readout through EndPoint1IN. This buffer has a capacity of 32 bytes and 
has been implemented as a block oriented FIFO. If the buffer is full, the block with the oldest status 
data will be overwritten. 
HINT:  
XON and XOFF may not be used in sync format (= 0x11 and 0x13). 
0x11 and 0x13 will be filtered by the USB-SiLabs system and will therefore not be transferred  
to the host. 
 
If no new status data has been received since the last bulk-IN transfer, the endpoint buffer is 
loaded with a ZLP ('Zero Length Packet'). Due to the double-buffering, only the following bulk-IN 
transfer will supply the ZLP (0 bytes) to the host. A bulk-IN transfer can supply a variable number 
of bytes (0-64). 
Reading out the bulk-IN endpoint can be done as soon as the device being listed has been 
completely configured by the host PC (configured state). Afterwards, 0-64 bytes will be tranferred 
to the host with each bulk-IN transfer. The first bulk-IN transfer always supplies the version 
identifier of the USB firmware, the second one always a ZLP.  
 
Since the packet length can vary, 64 bytes should be requested every time. This will only have a 
considerable effect on the performance of the USB logic, if periodical bulk-IN transfers occur in 
very short intervals (such as in the ms range). A periodical status request about every 100 ms 
should be sufficient for typical applications. 
HINT:  
The inquiry „GET_PORT_STATUS” drags the microprocessor RTS line down to „low“ for approximately 25 
ms. If bit 3 of parameter 15 has been set, this action results in a request of the printer status. 
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2 COMMAND SET 

2.1 Nomenclature 
All codes and parameters of a command consist of individual bytes (1byte = 8 bits). They are either ASCII 
characters, hexadecimal values, or placeholders for numerical values or bit strings. For specific use of the 
commands, the symbols in the command tables are used according to the following rules: 

 
 
< > or small letters n, m, n1, n2, etc.  variable parameter, decimal value given 
 
“ “ variable parameter ASCII value  e.g.  “e” 
 
nh... nl... 2 bytes parameter, h= high byte, l= low byte 
 
place holder d or value in {...} information data  
 
[...] binary form of flags one byte is presented in [ ] 
 
…d decimal value e.g. 10d 
 
…h hexadecimal value e.g. 10h 
 
...b binary value e.g. 01000100b 
  8 bits in a bit configuration are marked by a b at the end 
 
(...) symbols symbol for names or character chains 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The examples are given in GeBE test tool format „WinZ1“ or „toolbox“, which is described as follows: 
 
 
Designation   Symbol  Value    
 
Escape    <ESC>   1B hexadecimal or 27 decimal 
 
ASCII character        A   character “A”  = 65 decimal 
 
decimal value   <10d>   10 decimal 
 
hexadecimal value  <10h>   10 hexadecimal 
 
binary value   <00001001b>  9 decimal 
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2.2 Command set 
The following list summarizes all commands described in this software manual: 
 
Command ASCII Function Value range Page 

 
<CR> Print command with line feed  16 
<ESC> "@" Initilialize printer, reset  29 
<ESC> "A"  Erase print buffer data   29 
<ESC> "a"  Automatic status transmission   30 
<ESC> "b"  Stop automatic status transmission  30 
<ESC> "B3GO_BOOT“ <ESC> BS <ESC> B9 Reset printer parameters to default   60 
<ESC> "c" n Print Barcode   22 
<ESC> "C" n Cut paper   26 
<ESC> "d" n Initialize printer   29 
<ESC> "D" n Print text mode/data mode n:= {0,1} 21 
<ESC> “e” n m  End of Ticket   37 
<ESC> "F"  nh  nl Paper feed  1-2400 lines  
  300 mm max. 16  
<ESC> "g" n  g1....gn  Pixel graphics PCL5,  
 print graphics line  with n bytes length 24 
<ESC> "H" n Change character height from  
 0: normal height to 7: eight-fold height  n:= {0,1, ...,7} 19  
<ESC> "J" n Bold printing on/off n:= {0,1} 19  
<ESC> "k"  Send back current status   30 
<ESC> "I" n Print black on white/white in black n:= {0,1} 20 
<ESC> "L" n Print with/without underline n:= {0,1} 20 
<ESC> "m" n Set graphics mode n:= {0,1, ...,6} 24 
<ESC> "N" n Character tabulator  n:= {0,1 ...256} 17 
<ESC> "P" n Select character set no. n n:= {0,1} 18 
<ESC> "q"  Set Top of Form   43 
<ESC> "Q"  Setup printer   11 
<ESC> "T" n Call batch files   32 
<ESC> "v"  n Sync-command    32 
<ESC> "V"   Save printer setup    12 
<ESC> "W" n Text zoom horizontal   19 
<ESC> "x" n Inquiry of system parameters   53 
<ESC> "x" <...d> Read out position counter  1d, 12d, 0d 43 
<ESC> "\" nh  nl Reverse paper transport   1-2400 lines 
   300 mm max. 16  
<ESC> "/" nh  nl Position to Top of Form (reverse)   1-2400 lines  43 

<FF>  Transport to next label marker   16 
<LF> Print command with line feed  16 
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2.2.1 Important Information for trouble-free operation 
1. To assure trouble-free start of the printer mechanism, it is advisable to include a pre-feed of 8 

dot lines in the printer job programm. An immediate print start may lead to blurred printouts. 

2. Never activate any action in the printer driver at print job end. This may lead to data loss. 

2.2.2 Configuration of printer 
All permanent settings are stored in printer EEPROM.   
Different memory levels are used for storing the controller settings: 
95 parameters for user and factory settings are available. 

 
1. "Factory settings" Basic settings of the controller are filed under "factory settings". They can only be 
changed at the factory. The bootloader mode allows the user to set the active settings (those in user 
settings) back to the "factory settings". See Chapter 0: Batch file. 
 
2. "User settings" The "user settings" have been created ex-factory as a mirror of the "factory settings" in 
the internal EEPROM. With each power-on, these settings are adopted by the program for operation. 
Using the "Setup printer" command, these settings can be changed by the user (via parameters) at any 
time and afterwards permanently saved with the command "Save printer setup". 
If the change created by the user is not saved with the command "Save Printer Setup", the change will 
only be saved in the "temporary settings" (see 3.) in the RAM memory. 
 
3. "Temporary settings" These settings will be lost after a reset/power-off. At the next power-on, the 
settings will be set back to the previously saved "user settings". 

 
 

 
 
    

Power-on writes settings to RAM 
Power-off 
erases 
RAM 
 
 
 
     <ESC>V<0d>  
     stores all temporary settings 
     into USER settings 
     -> changes activated by RESET 
<ESC>W<3d> or 
<ESC>Q<5d><3d>       
 (3x text width)       <ESC>V<5d><3d> 
temporary settings      stores 3x text width 

directly into USER settings 
         -> changes activated by RESET 

 

 
 

RAM 

EEPROM 

USER 
settings 

 

settings 

FACTORY 
settings 
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2.2.2.1 Setup printer 
 

[Designation] Setup Printer 
[Format] ASCII ESC Q <parameter> <value>  
 Hex 1B 51  <parameter> <value>  
 Decimal 27 81  <parameter> <value> 
[Description] With the setup command, the settings of the printer are changed.  
 Setup commands write their settings into the RAM (ESC-Q).  

With the command "Save Printer Setup" <ESC> V, these settings are permanently 
stored in the EEPROM „User settings“.  
 
 

[Designation] Save Printer Setup (flag byte RAM) 
[Format] ASCII ESC Q  <FEh>   COM   <parameter> 
 Hex 1B 51  FE 
 Decimal 27 81  254 
[Description] With this setup command, single bits (flags) can be changed in RAM. Some settings 

are immediately active. This command affects only parameters, defined as flag bytes. 
 
 COM: 
 Bit 7..5  == 0,  
 Bit 4 == 0: delete bit 
 Bit 4  == 1: set bit 
 Bit 2..0 :  number of bit to be manipulated 
 

[Command  
example]      Switch on extended status byte 1 through  
 setting bit 1 of  parameter 23:   <ESC> Q <FEh> <11h> <23d> 
 Reset:       <ESC> Q <FEh> <01h> <23d> 

 
 
  
Attention:  
Some of the settings will not go into effect before the next reset. See also the table in Chapter 2.3, List of 
parameters. 
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2.2.2.2 Save printer setup 
 
 [Designation] Save Printer Setup (parameter) 
 [Format] ASCII ESC V  <parameter> <value>  
  Hex 1B 56  <parameter> <value>  
  Decimal 27 86  <parameter> <value> 
 [Description] With the command "Save Printer Setup" <ESC> V, the selected parameter and value  
  will be permanently stored in the EEPROM „User settings“.  

 
  
 [Designation] Save Printer Setup (all settings) 
 [Format] ASCII ESC V  <ZERO> 
  Hex 1B 56  00 
  Decimal 27 86  0 
 [Description] With the command "Save Printer Setup" <ESC> V <0d>, all current settings are 

permanently stored in the EEPROM „User settings“.  
 
 

[Designation] Save Printer Setup (flag byte EEPROM) 
[Format] ASCII ESC V  <FEh>   COM   <parameter> 
  Hex 1B 56  FE 
  Decimal 27 86  254 
[Description] With this setup command, single bits (flags) can be changed in EEPROM. Those 

settings are permanently stored in EEPROM user settings. This command only 
affects EEPROM parameters, defined as flag bytes. 

 
 COM: 
 Bit 7..5  == 0,  
 Bit 4 == 0: delete bit 
 Bit 4  == 1: set bit 

 Bit 2..0 :  number of bit to be manipulated 
[Command  
example]      Switch on extended status byte 1 through  
 setting bit 1 of  parameter 23:   <ESC> V <FEh> <11h> <23d> 

 
 

Exception: Programming User String 
 
[Designation] Save User String 
[Format] ASCII ESC V  <96d>     <string data> 
 Hex 1B 56    60h  <string data> 
 Decimal 27 86    96  <string data> 
[Description] The user can assign a special name to the printer using the command „Save User 

String“. The end of the string has to be terminated by 0.  
 The string may have a maximum length of 16 characters. 
 The User String is discarded at the same layer as the Factory File String. This means, 

that the User String is factory-set with the Factory File String. The command “restore 
to factory settings” will reset the User String to the Factory File String! 

 
 Read out of  User String by command: <ESC>x<1d><5d><10d>  

 
 Attention:  

Some of the settings will not go into effect before the next reset.  See also the table in Chapter 2.3, List of 
parameters. When writing data to EEPROM, only the command ESC Q will recheck the valid maximum values. 
Command ESC V does not perform a check up. 
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2.3 List of parameters 
Parameter Description Value range default  effective  Page 
Address   with Reset 
   or Directly    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 

0 Automatic activation of bootloader 0 R 60 
 
1 Baudrate  0 R 44  
 
2 Baud parameter see baud parameter table  R 44 
 
3 Density 0 .. 50, minimum = 0 25  D 19 
 
4 Init text height 0 .. 7, see <ESC> H 1   D* 19 

 
5 Init text width 0 .. 5, see <ESC> W 1   D* 19 
 
6 Init text  attributes see table D* 19/20/21 
     
7 Standard font 0 … n 0  D* 18 
  
8 Left border text mode in mm (max. 30) 0  D* 21 
 
9 Right border text mode in mm (max. 20) 0  D* 21 
 
10 Graphic mode  0  D** 24 
 
11 Graphic height 0=1fold, 1=2fold ...15=16fold 0  D** 24 
 
12 Left graphic border in mm (max. 30) 0  D** 24 
 
13 Max. power consumption   D* 46 
 
14 Print quality   D* 46 
 
15 UART send options   D 45 
 
16 Label length in mm   D 34 
 
17 Marker length in lines (8 dot-lines=1mm)   D 34 
 
18 Length to PE recognition in lines   D 34 
 
19 Distance printhead <-> Light barrier in lines D 34 
 
20 Label flags  0 D 34 
 
21 Cutter flags   D 26/27 
 
22 Max. speed The motor speed is stated in (2 * mm/s).  
   Therefore value 50 sets a speed of  
   100 mm/s.  D 47 
 
23 Printer configuration see table, depending on mechanism D 30/32 
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24 Command set optional on request 0  D   
 
25 Paper empty autoload 0: autoload deactivated 
  >0 autoload length in mm   D  39 
 
26 Dot preheat depending on mechanism   D  47 
 
27 Strobes depending on mechanism   D  47 
 
28  reserved   
 
29 Presenter length of presented paper   D  48 
 
30 Presenter timeout    D  48 
 
31 Paper end conditions    D  38 
 
32  Distance sensor settings  0  D  57 
 
33 Double-Cut width    D  39 
 
34 Distance feed before cut    D  39 
 
35  Autoload speed                      0:= 40 mm/s D  39 
 
36 reserved   
 
37  Timeout - CancelTicket  D 38 
 
38  reserved   
 
39 Sensor types    R  36 
 
40 Motor PWM    D  52 
 
41-59 not changeable   
 
60 reserved   
 
61 reserved   
 
62 Anti-Jam sensors    R  52 
 
63 Anti-Jam conditions      52 
 
64 Autoload sensor     D  39/40 
 
65 Autoload condition    D  39/40 
 
66  Autoload text macro 0: do not excecute text macro   D  39/40 
 
67 Speed of stepper cutter    D  28 
 
68 Segment cut width depending on mechanism   R  26 
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69 “End of Ticket” flag byte1  0  D  37 
 
70 “End of Ticket” flag byte2  0  D  38 

 
71 reserved   
 
72 reserved   
 
73 reserved   
 
74 reserved   
 
75 Set Top of Form value      43 
 
76  Presenter speed  The motor speed is stated in (2 * mm/s).  
   Therefore value 250 sets a speed of 500 mm/s. 
 
77  Loop Presenter: Distance Sensor 1 – Gate      48 
 
78 Loop Presenter: Distance Sensor 1 – Sensor 2     48 
 
79  Loop Presenter: Adjustment of sensor resistors 
 
 
 
 
_____ 
* command is immediately effective for the complete line, in which the command was given 
** at start of a new graphic line 
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2.4 Text format 

2.4.1 Line break 
 [Designation] Carriage Return 
 [Format] ASCII CR 
  Hex 0D 
  Decimal 13 
 [Description] Line feed. 

 If the printer controller receives this byte, the buffer text data content will be 
printed out. A subsequently <LF> command will be ignored. 

 

2.4.2 Line feed 
 [Designation] Line Feed 
 [Format] ASCII LF 
  Hex 0A 
  Decimal 10 
 [Description] Line feed. 
  If the printer controller receives this byte, the buffer text data content will be 

printed out. A subsequently <LF> command will be ignored). 
 

2.4.3 Formfeed 

 [Designation] Formfeed 
 [Format] ASCII FF 
  Hex 0C 
  Decimal 12 
 [Description] Transport to the next label marker, if the label mode is activated. 

Without label mode, <FF> causes a line feed. (Number of formfeed 
dotlines is stored in parameter 16 – see also parameter 20). 

 
 

2.4.4 Forward paper transport 

 [Designation] Feed Paper 
 [Format] ASCII ESC F nh nl 
  Hex 1B 46  nh nl 
  Decimal 27 70  nh nl 
 [Description] Forward transport for 1-2, 400 lines (300 mm max.) 
 [Command example] Forward transport of 160 dotlines:  <ESC>F<0d><160d> 
 
 
 

2.4.5 Reverse paper transport 

 [Designation] Feed Paper 
 [Format] ASCII ESC \ nh  nl 
  Hex 1B 5C  nh nl 
  Decimal 27 92  nh nl 
 [Description] Reverse transport for 1-2,400 lines (300 mm max.) 
  See also Chapter 3.2.9, Locked back feed  

Attention: 
after a reverse transport, the gear clearance has to be adjusted through a short 
paper feed command. 

[Command example]  Reverse transport of 300 dotlines: <ESC>\<1d><45d> 
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2.4.6 Character tab 

 [Designation] Absolute tab 
 [Format] ASCII ESC    N    n 
  Hex 1B   48  n 
  Decimal 12 78 n 
 [Description] The cursor position will be moved by n mm (8 pixel).  

 Move the cursor horizontally from the left boarder to the right until the pixel 
position n x 8 pixel is reached. This command allows exact positioning (mm) 
of the print start within a line. The command will be ignored, if inserted 
values exceeding the available print area, This will not change print 
attributes. 

 
[Command example] A second text row shall always start after 20 mm: 
 Hallo<ESC>N<20d>Welt 
 Gib mir<ESC>N<20d>Kekse 
 
 

2.4.7 Character overlay 

 [Designation] Tab back  
 [Format] ASCII ESC    n    <number> character 
  Hex 1B   6E  <number> character 
  Dezimal 12 110 <number> character 

[Description] Several characters of the font will be printed superposed on the same 
position. The first byte defines the number of characters to be printed. The 
second byte specifies the characters, to be printed one after another. 

[Command example] Printing the character ‚Ø’: <ESC>n<2d>O/ 
 

 
 
 

2.4.8 Font sizes 
When printing text, the number of characters on a line are displayed depends on the physical properties of 
the printer mechanism. The table below shows some examples: 
 
Font 384/432/448/576/640/832  dots/line Width Height  

Small Font (8x16) 47/54/56/72/80/104 characters/line normal  normal 
Low Font  (16x16) 24/27/28/36/40/52  characters/line double  normal 
Narrow Font  (8x32) 47/54/56/72/80/104  characters/line normal  double 
Normal Font  (16x32) 24/27/28/36/40/52  characters/line double  double 
Wide Font (32x32) 12/13/14/18/20/26  characters/line quadruple  double 
High Font (16x64) 24/27/28/36/40/52  characters/line double  quadruple 
Large Font (32x64) 12/13/14/18/20/26  characters/line quadruple quadruple 
Xlarge Font  (64x128) 6/6/7/9/10/13  characters/line eightfold eightfold 
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2.4.9 Select font 

[Designation] Select font 
[Format] ASCII ESC P           <Font No.> 
 Hex 1B 50 n 
 Decimal 27 80 n 

 [Description] Font no. is a binary value and starts with zero.  
(The first value in the system is font zero). The change font command will be 
effective from the start of the line in which it was given. It is not possible to 
mix different fonts in one line. The controller can use fonts from 8 to 64 pixel 
widthways and up to 96 pixel in hight. Fonts > 8 pixel require higher processing 
power and therefore reducing the print speed. When broadening a font, the 
total  character width may not exceed 246 pixel (= width of one character). 
Factory-set, the controller contains two character sets of  8x16 pixel each. 

 

Font 1 cyrillic 

 

Font 0 IBM II 
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2.4.10  Vertical text zoom 
[Designation] Vertical Text Zoom 
[Format] ASCII ESC H n 

Hex 1B 48 n 
Decimal 27 72 n 

[Description] This command will go in effect from the line in which it was given, for the 
complete line. It is not possible to mix different heights within one line. 
Available heights: n:= 0: single, 1: double, 2: triple, to 7: eightfold 

[Command example]  Setting triple height: <ESC>H<2d>  
  

 Parameter 4:  Selecting/Setting vertical text zoom 
[Parameter example]  Triple height:  
 <ESC>Q<4d><2d> changes the setting effectiv up from current line.  

  

2.4.11 Horizontal text zoom 
 

[Designation] Horizontal Text Zoom  
[Format] ASCII ESC W n 
 Hex 1B 57 n 
 Decimal 27 87 n 
[Description] This command will go in effect with the letter after which it was given.  

The following widths are possible:  
n:= 0: single, 1: double, 2: fourfold, 3: eightfold 

[Command example] Setting quadrouple width: <ESC>W<2d>  
 Hint: The total character width may not exceed 246 pixel. 
 
Parameter 5:  Selecting/Setting horizontal text zoom 
[Parameter exmple] 4-fold width:  
 <ESC>Q<5d><2d> changes the setting effectiv up from current line. 

 

2.4.12 Bold on/off 
 

[Designation] Bold on/off 
[Format] ASCII ESC J n 
 Hex 1B 4A n 
 Decimal 27 74 n 
[Description] This command will go in effect with the letter after which it was given. The 

graphics data of the character are moved to the right and or-ed with the 
original. n:= 0: normal printing, 1: bold 

[Command example] Bold on: <ESC>J<1d> 
 
Parameter 6:  Init text attributes (Flag byte) 

 0:= attribute not activated Bit 0:  bold 
 1:= attribute activated Bit 1:  underline 

 Bit 2:  inverse 
 Bit 3:    text orientation 

 all other bits are 0 or future use 
 [Parameter example]  Bold on: <ESC>Q<6d><01d>  save to user settings: <ESC>V<0d> and RESET 
    

Parameter 3:  Density 
 This parameter has a value range from 0 to 50.  

(Default value see Parameter list Chapter 2.3) High values result in strong 
density. Value 25 is a typical standard value. 

 [Parameter example] Set density to value 30: <ESC>Q<3d><30d>  
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2.4.13 Unterline on/off 
 

[Designation] Underline on/off 
[Format] ASCII ESC L n 

Hex 1B 4C n 
Decimal 27 76 n 

[Description] This command will go in effect with the letter after which it was given. 
n:= 0:  normal printing, 1: underline 

[Command example] Underline: <ESC>L<1d> 
 
 
Parameter 6:  Init text attributes (Flag byte) 

0:= attribute not activated Bit 0:  bold 
1:= attribute activated Bit 1:  underline 

 Bit 2:  inverse 
 Bit 3:    text orientation 

  all other bits are 0 or future use 
 [Parameter example] Underline on: <ESC>Q<6d><02d>   
   save to user settings: <ESC>V<0d> and RESET 
    

 

2.4.14 Inverse on/off 

[Designation] Inverse on/off 
[Format] ASCII ESC I n 
 Hex 1B 49 n 
 Decimal 27 73 n 
[Description] This command will go in effect with the letter after which it was given.  

0:= normal printing, 1:= white on black 
[Command example] Inverse: <ESC>l<1d>  

 

Parameter 6:  Init text attributes (Flag byte) 
0:= attribute not activated Bit 0:  bold 
1:= attribute activated Bit 1:  underline 
 Bit 2:  inverse 
 Bit 3:    text orientation 

  all other bits are 0 or future use 
 [Parameter example] Inverse on: <ESC>Q<6d><02d>   
   save to user settings: <ESC>V<0d> and RESET 
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2.4.15 Text orientation 
[Designation] Text orientation 
[Format] ASCII ESC D n 

 Hex 1B 44  n 
 Decimal 27 68 n 

[Description] n:= 0 : text mode (standard), n:= 1 : data mode, reverse 
[Command example] Activate data mode: <ESC>D<1d>,  
  
Parameter 6:  Init text attributes (Flag byte) 

0:= attribute not activated Bit 0:  bold 
1:= attribute activated Bit 1:  underline 
 Bit 2:  inverse 
 Bit 3:    text orientation 

  all other bits are 0 or future use 
 [Parameter example] Data mode on: <ESC>Q<6d><02d> and RESET 
   save to user settings: <ESC>V<0d> and RESET 
 
    

Parameter 8:  Left border text mode 
 Selection/Setting of left text border in mm. Maximum value:= 30 mm 
 This will reduce the printing width by the set value. 

[Command example] Left border 10 mm: <ESC>V<8d><10d> and RESET  
    

 
Parameter 9:  Right border text mode 
 Selection/Setting of left text border in mm. Maximum value:= 20 mm 
 This will reduce the printing width by the set value. 
[Parameter example] Right border 10 mm: <ESC>V<9d><10d> and RESET  
 
Attention: Left and right border may not exceed 30 mm altogether. 
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2.4.16 Print barcode 
[Designation] Print barcode 
[Format] ASCII ESC c  <barcode Type> <height> <width>  
    <left border> <barcode data>  
[Description] Barcode printout 

 <barcode type> Depending on memory size, one or multiple barcodes are implemented. 
'B' :  Code39    with plain text 
'b' :  Code39    without plain text 
'C' : Code128    with plain text (Subset C) 
'c' :  Code128    without plain text (Subset C) 
'I' :  2of5 interleaved  with plain text 
'i' :  2of5 interleaved  without plain text 
'D' :  EAN-13    with plain text 
'd' :  EAN-13    without plain text 

 'U' :  UPC-A    with plain text 
'u' :  UPC-A    without plain text 
 

 <height>  Height of barcode in dotlines = 0: standard height 
 <width>  Width of one element (minimum bar width) in dots = 0: standard width 
 <left border>  Left barcode offset from left print border in mm 
  

<barcode data> Instead of a barcode a white area will be printed, when:  
     • indication of wrong code type or unknown code size 
         • exceeding right border  
         • entry of characters not corresponding to code character set 
      
     At an ignored barcode the string characters will be printed as plain text; 
     also with no plain text type set before. 
 

 Code39: Data start with * and end *  
 Character set:  
 1234567890ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ$/-.+% <Space> 
[Command example]  Code39 with plain text; 123ABC printout: <ESC>cB<80d><1d><10d>*123ABC* 
 
<barcode data> 2 of 5 Interleaved: Data will be terminated by FFHex 
 The number of characters has to be even. 
 Character set: 0123456789 
 The indication of the left boarder is followed by an option byte 

 <option>:   Bit#0 == 1: with check digit  
                         Bit#0 == 0: without check digit 

[Command example]  2 of 5 Interleaved with plain text; 123456 and check digit printout:  
 <ESC>cI<80d><1d><10d><1d>123456<FFh> 
 
<barcode data> EAN13: Data always consist of 12 digits 
 The check sum (= character 13) will be calculated by the printer and appended.  
 Character set: 0123456789 
[Command example] EAN13 with plain text; 123456789012  
 printout: <ESC>cD<80d><1d><10d>123456789012 
 
Optional barcodes: 
 
<barcode data> Code128 subset c: Data will be terminated with FFHex  
 The number of characters has to be even. 
 Character set: 0123456789 
[Command example] Code128 with plain text; 123456 printout: <ESC>cC<80d><1d><10d>123456<FFh> 
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<Barcode-Daten> UPC-A: Data always consist of 11 digits 
 The check sum (= character 13) will be calculated by the printer and appended.  
 Character set: 0123456789 
[Command example] UPC-A with plain text;  

print: 123456789012 -> <ESC>cU<80d><1d><10d>12345678901 
 output plain text: 0123456789012 2 = check sum 
 

2.4.17 Print barcode 2D 
[Designation] Print Barcode     (optional on request) 
[Format] ASCII ESC c  f  <RowHeight> <Modulewidth> <BorderLeft>  
 <clearing-area> <Codewords-in-row> <compact-mode> <security-level>  
 <data-amount> <data> 
[Description] PDF 417 barcode printout 
 Hint: 

This barcode requires plenty of the Flash memory. When using PDF417 other 
inquriefunctions have eventually to be renounced. Please inquire. 

  
 
<barcode data> RowHeight:  Height of one PDF417 row in pixel  standard values: 4 - 8 

 ModuleWidth:  Width of one module (= smallest  
  stroke width) in pixel  standard values: 1 - 4 
 BorderLeft:  Left white border to the bare code  
  in pixel    standard values: 0 - 20 
 Clearing-area:  upper and lower border in pixel  standard values: 8 - 64 
 Codewords-in-row:  Number of code words in a row standard values: 1 - 4 
 Compact-mode:  In compact mode the right barcode 
  border consists only of one stroke  
  instead of  2 code words (standard). 
  0:  compact-mode disabled 
  1-255:  compact-mode enabled 
 Security-level:  Defines the security level according to PDF417 specification.
   All not permitted values are set to level 0.  
  Values 6, 7 and 8 are only optional, as they require plenty of  
  RAM memory 
  0: 2 ECC code words 
  1: 4 ECC code words 
  2: 8 ECC code words 
  3: 16 ECC code words 
  4: 32 ECC code words 
  5: 64 ECC code words 
  6: 128 ECC code words 
  7: 256 ECC code words 
  8: 512 ECC code words  
 Data-Amount (high): Number of data bytes constitute barcodes (high) 
 Data-Amount (low):  Number of data bytes constitute barcodes (low) 
 Data[data-amount]:  Data bytes of barcode 
 
         [Command example]:  Printout of barcode on security level 5 with binary values: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
 <ESC>cf<4d><2d><5d><64d><3d><0d><5d><0d><8d> 

 <1d><3d><5d><7d><9d><11d><13d><15d> 
Hint: 
To get proper function of the barcode, install the special PDF417 firmware and load the batch file PDF417.prn to 
the font package onto batch file position no. 20. Please ask us. 
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2.4.18 Graphic mode - compressed 

[Designation] Graphic mode -compressed 
[Format] ASCII <ESC> m <mode> 
[Description] sets the graphic compression mode 
 Mode = 0 uncompressed 

 Mode = 1 run-length 
 Mode = 2 tiff 
 Mode = 3 delta-row 

 
[Designation] Graphic mode -compressed 
[Format] ASCII  <ESC> m <mode> <parameter> 
 Mode = 4: set graphic offset left in mm: 
   Parameter = 0: no left offset 
   Parameter = 1: left offset 1 mm ... 
 Mode = 5: (without parameter) Erase the delta-row line (previous line) 
 Mode = 6: set graphic height 
   Parameter = 0: height = single 
   Parameter = 1: height = double ... 
 
 
Some settings can be preconfigured using following parameters: 
 
Parameter 10: Graphic mode Selection/Setting of graphic mode, mode 0 - 3 
 
Parameter 11: Graphic height Selection/Setting of graphic height, mode 6 
 
Parameter 12: Left graphic offset Selection/Setting of left graphic offset in mm, max. value:= 30 mm. 

 This will reduce the printing width by the set value, mode 4. 
 
 
 

2.4.19 Graphic data - compressed 

[Designation] graphic data - compressed 
[Format] ASCII <ESC> g  n {graphics data} 
[Description] Graphics data is processed in accordance with the type of compression 

set with <ESC> m. 
HINT: Graphic data exceeding print area will be cut!  

0 :  Unencoded 
n :  = graphics length in bytes,  
g1 ...gn  = graphics bytes to print  

 In text mode, starting from left to right, dot 0 is the MSB in the first byte, while the dot 
furthest to the right is the LSB in the n. byte. A 1 in a particular bit position represents 
a black dot in the line. After the nth byte, the printer automatically returns to the 
character mode. During transmission of these n bytes, the printer ignores all other 
commands.  

 [Example] (for printer mechanism with 80 mm print width, 640 dots) 

 Print a dotted line: <ESC>m<0d>  (necessary only once) 
 <ESC>g<80d><176d><176d>……….<176>       (80x sending of byte <176d>) 
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1 :  runlength encoded  
n : =  number of bytes following 

Runlength interprets graphics information in byte pairs. Each first byte is the 
repetition count byte for the respective second byte. A 0 in the repetition count byte 
means that the following graphics will be printed once and not repeated. The 
repetition count byte has a value range of 0 - 255 which translates into a print factor 
of 1 to 256. The second byte contains graphics information that is to be printed. In 
text mode from left to right, the dot that is furthest to the right is the LSBit. A 1 in a 
particular bit position represents a black dot in the line. After completing the line, the 
printer automatically returns to the character mode.  

[Example] (for printer mechanism with 80 mm print width, 640 dots) 
 Print a dotted line: <ESC>m<1d>  (necessary only once) 
 <ESC>g<2d><79d><170d> 
 
2 :  TIFF (4.0) encoded  
n :  = length of the following bytes 

TIFF interprets graphics information as TIFF "pack bits". 
TIFF combines features of unencoded and runlength encoding. 
The graphics information is preceded by a control byte.  
The control byte determines (prefix bit), whether the following byte is a graphics byte 
that is to be repeated (up to 127 times), or if a number of bytes follows (up to 127), 
that has to be printed as bitmap. A positive control byte results in bitmap information, 
while a negative control byte (double compliment) is followed by a repeat byte.  

[Example] (for printer mechanism with 80 mm print width, 640 dots) 
 Print a dotted line: <ESC>m<2d>  (necessary only once) 
 <ESC>g<2d><176d><170d>  

3 :  delta row 
n :  = length of the following graphics bytes 

Delta row picks out the bytes in a line that are different from the previous line and only 
transfers these differences. 
If just one bit is different, only the corresponding byte has to be transmitted. Delta 
data consist of a command byte and 1 to 8 replacement bytes. The command byte 
contains two sets of informa- tion, the number of replacement bytes (bit 7 , 6, and 5) 
and the relative left offset of the byte that was last changed (bit 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0).  
Value 31 as offset results in an additional offset byte following.  
Value 255 of this additional offset bytes is followed by another offset byte.  
All offset values are added up. In text mode from left to right, the dot furthest to the 
right is the LSB.  
A 1 in a particular bit position of a replacement byte represents a black dot in a line. 
After completing the line, the printer automatically returns to the character mode. 
During this line, the printer ignores all other commands. Mixing of text and graphics is 
not possible with delta row. 
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2.5 Cut Paper 
 Attention!  
Some cutters can perform half AND full cut ("double action"), others only half OR full cut.  
Please also note the information in the hardware manual of your controller. 
 
[Designation] Cut Paper 
[Format] ASCII ESC C n m (for n=4 only)  
  Hex 1B 43 n m (for n=4 only)  

   Decimal  27  67 n m (for n=4 only)  
[Description]  
n = 0 :  Full Cut  
 The paper is cut off completely. 
 [Example] <ESC>C<0d> 
 

 
n = 1 : Half Cut  oder Segment Cut (depending on hardware)  
 After cutting, a small connecting tab remains. 
 [Example] <ESC>C<1d> 
 

Parameter 68: Adjust width for segment cut: 
 Attention: only active after a RESET 

Adjusting the cutter end position of the stepper cutter. Parameter 68 sets the width of 
the segment cut. This defines how far the cutter blade immerges into the paper. The 
remaining tab can vary up to 2 mm caused by tolerances in paper guide and paper 
width. 
Parameter 68 values: 

 Printer mechanism    HSP 2500 HSP3500  
Printer     GPT-4672 GPT-4673 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Remaining tab   
Cut half paper width    ≤ 35  ≤ 20 
Approx. 8 mm remaining tab  45  35 
Full cut     >50  >40 
 

n = 2 : Initialize cutter 
This command is used by the system after each reset, if the cutter flag bit 0 or 3 is 
set. The controller will then check, whether the cutter is in the home position. If not, 
the cutter will be transported to the home position. For printers without a cutter, the 
cutter flags 0 and 3 have to be set to 0. If the printer has a cutter that is not in the 
home position, nor does it reach it within two seconds, the "paper jam" error bit will 
be set and the print pro cess will be stopped.  
The cutter error can be reset by printing the feed button or by sending a cut 
command (ESC C0/C1/C2/C3/C4) to the printer. For the latter option, however, the 
input buffer of the printer has to be empty, meaning that after the cut error occured, 
no more data may be sent to the printer. 
 

n = 3 : Drive back cutter (jam remedy) 
To release the cutter after it was blocked, it can be transported backwards and 
repositioned. This puts the user in a position to fix a possible blockage without 
having to disassemble the cutter or adjusting it by hand. The cutter is moved back 
through the reverse transport command and repositioned according to the busy 
flag. 
However, there are many cases in which the cutter knife can no longer be moved 
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backwards by the motor (jamming of the knife between paper and metal plate).  
In these cases, the blockage can often be released (during laboratory operation) by 
applying manual pressure to the metal plate during the reverse command.  
With the command <ESC> "C" <3d>, a half cut failure can be remedied. 
Please also note the cutter flags: parameters 21, 34, 67 and 68. 
 

n = 4 : Holding paper tight for tear-off (dependening on hardware) 
! This command requires an additional parameter ! 
In order to prevent the user from pulling perforated paper out of the printer right 
after cutting, the motor can be fed current for an adjustable time (without feeding / 
change of pace). If a new command is given during this time, it will be executed 
immediately, canceling the remaining current feeding time. 
In order to have this command executed, the motor temperature has to be under 75 
degrees celsius at the time it is given. Should the maximum allowable motor 
temperature (app. 90 degrees celsius) be reached during the current feeding, the 
feeding will be stopped. The feeding duration is entered with the additional 
parameters in seconds and can be between 1 and 25 seconds long. At parameter 
zero, the command is ignored.  
Please note:  

 The motor driver will heat up. A longer time than 25 seconds is not allowed. For longer 
holding times, please allow for appropriate cooling times.  

 Please contact us with your questions. 
 [Example]  Hold the paper tight for 20 seconds after cutting: <ESC>C<4d><20d> 

 
Parameter 21: Cutter Flags 

Bit 0:  Simplified search for the home position:  
When the bit is set (=1), the cutter will automatically test the level of the home 
switch after a reset or ESC C2. If the level is valid, the cutter will not move. If the 
level is wrong, the cutter will perform one cut.  
Attention:  
The validity of the level does not automatically imply the home position.  
(Not carried out if bit 3 is set) 

Bit 1:  Easyloading cutter  
When bit 1 is set (=1), the command ESC-C1 is carried out just like the command 
ESC-C0, turning off half cut. 

Bit 2:  Erasing the input buffer due to cutter error:  
Flag = 1: Buffer is erased after cutter error (once). 
When a cutter error occurs, it may be beneficial to empty the input buffer. If this 
flag is set, the input buffer will be erased when a cut error occurs.  
Important:  
The input buffer is only emptied once. After a cutter error has occured, this function 
does NOT erase data that has been sent to the printer. 

Bit 3:  Search for the home position:  
If the bit is set (=1), the home position is activily searched during a reset or ESC C2, 
causing the cutter knife to briefly move back and forth during the initialization. If 
this bit is erased, bit 0 is adhered to. (if set, bit 0 has to be set as well).  

Bit 4: Halve cutter speed (for stepper motor cutter only) 
 If the bit is set (=1), the cutter speed is halved. The drive back speed remains 

unchanged. This is necessary for cutting very thick paper > 160 µm at temparature 
lower than 0°C. 
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Parameter 67:  Cutter speed (depending on hardware) 

Cutter speed for stepper motor cutter. 
The available torque for stepper motor cutters is strongly dependent on speed. Low 
cutting speed results in a high torque and therefore allows cutting of thick paper. 
In that case the cutting speed is adjusted to the lowest speed possible. Parameter 
67 is used to increase the cutting speed up to maximum. The cutter accellerates in 
a chute to maximum speed. 
Following values depending on paper thickness are recommended for parameter 67: 
 
Paper  Printer mechanisms   

 Thickness HSP 2500 HSP3500 FTP63A 
>180 µm  0   
>160 µm  5   
>140 µm  10   
>120 µm  15   
>100 µm  25   
>  80 µm  30   
>  60 µm  >= 36    
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2.6 Printer status 

2.6.1 Initialize printer buffer 
 

[Designation] Initialise Printer buffer 
[Format] ASCII ESC A 
 Hex 1B 41 
 Decimal 27 65 
[Description] When the printer controller receives this command, the printer buffer will be emptied. 

  

2.6.2 Initialize printer 
 

[Format] ASCII ESC @ 
 Hex 1B 40 
 Decimal 27 64 
[Description]  When the printer controller receives this command, a hardware reset of the printer is  
  triggered. 
 
 
[Designation] Initialize 
 
[Format] ASCII ESC d  n 
 Hex 1B 64      n 
 Decimal 27 100      n 
[Description] 
 n := <00d> Software reset (triggered by switch to the reset vector) 
 

n := <01d> Hardware reset (triggered by forcing the watchdog reset).  
This commands corresponds with the command <ESC> '@'. 

 
n := <02d> Software reset (triggered by switch to the reset vector), followed by 
start of the bootloader (without paper-empty condition). ). The bootloader starts 
with the standard baud rate. 

 
n := <03d> Software reset (triggered by switch to the reset vector), followed by 
start of the bootloader (without paper-empty condition The bootloader starts with 
the standard baud rate actual set in firmware (baud rate will not be changed by 
the bootloader). 

 
 n := <04d>  Powerdown  
 - without RTS (data line) 

printer wakes up getting data *) or pressing FEED button.  
RESET will not wake up the printer. 

 - without RTS (data line) and without paper  
printer wakes up only by pressing the FEED button for continuously 5 seconds. 
Pressing the FEED button makes the printer first jumping into bootloader mode. 
After the 5 seconds the printer gets „ready“. 

 - connect RTS (data line) 
wakes up the printer. As long as the RTS stays active, power down mode is no 
more available. 
Hint:  
This option depends on hardware. Please refer to the printer manual. 

 
*) At a baud rate of 115kbps the data sent must contain 20 letters minimum to wake 
up the printer. 
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2.6.3 Automatic status transmission 
[Designation] Automatic status transmission 
[Format] ASCII ESC a 
 Hex 1B 61 
 Decimal 27 97 
[Description] This command activates an automatic status transmission. Once active, the 

printer transmits its status each time a change in the status occurs. 
 

 

2.6.4 Stop automatic status transmission 
[Designation] Stop automatic status transmission 
[Format] ASCII ESC b 
 Hex 1B 62 
 Decimal 27 98 
[Description] This command deactivates the automatic status transmission. 

 
 

2.6.5 Request status 
[Designation] Request status 
[Format] ASCII ESC k 
 Hex 1B 6B 
 Decimal 27 107 
[Description] When the printer controller receives this command, it will send a status byte. 

Attention: 
When an error occurs, the status LED flashes 1:1  
 
To prevent that balances of old print orders are printed immediately after closing 
the Easyload mechanism and causing a paper jam, an error lag of about 2 
seconds has been installed. In case of an error, the printer mechanism is 
blocked for 2 seconds after its remedy. This gives the user enough time to close 
the lid without having the printer run immediately.  
 
Sending status bytes 2-4 can be activated in parameter 23. 

 
 

Definition of status flags 

Bit   7  6  5  4 

1  0  x  x  Statusbyte 1 (transferred always) 
1  1  0  0  Statusbyte 2 (transferred, when Bit 1 in Parameter 23 is set) 
1  1  0  1  Statusbyte 3 (transferred, when Bit 2 in Parameter 23 is set) 
1  1  1  0  Statusbyte 4 (transferred, when Bit 3 in Parameter 23 is set) 
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The bits are defined as follows: 

1. status byte 
Bit   LED   Status                       0                  1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
0     on near paper end (NPE)           low paper   paper ok 
1     1:1   paper sensor  paper present no paper 
2     1:1    temperature                 temperature ok   printhead too hot/cold 
3     1:1    printhead closed open 
4     1:1    cutter jam            no error  error 
5     on Rx error no error  Rx error 
6            always 0 (identifier) 
7            always 1 (identifier) 
 
2. status byte (AUX sensors) 
Bit   LED   Status                       0                  1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
0     on AUX1 (label blackmark)      paper present no paper 
1     on    AUX2                         paper present no paper 
2     on    AUX3                        paper present no paper 
3     on    AUX4                         paper present no paper 
4            always 0 (identifier) 
5           always 0 (identifier) 
6           always 1 (identifier) 
7            always 1 (identifier) 
 
3. status byte (presenter) 
Bit   LED   Status                       0                  1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
0     on time out ticket removal timeout:  ticket is pulled back 
1     on ticket in removal position default        ticket waits for removal 
2    1:1 failure at ticket removal         default         failure at ticket removal          
3     on not used 
4            always 1 (identifier) 
5           always 0 (identifier) 
6           always 1 (identifier) 
7            always 1 (identifier) 
 
4. status byte (debug) 
Bit   LED   Status                       0                  1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
0     on cancel ticket print ok   discharge ticket print 
1 on near paper end (NPE2) low paper  paper ok  
2     on    buffer overflow buffer ok  buffer overflow  
3     on    parameter set validity valid          invalid 
4            always 0 (identifier) 
5           always 1 (identifier) 
6           always 1 (identifier) 
7            always 1 (identifier) 
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Parameter 23:  Printer configuration (Flag byte) 
 

Bit 0: Enable head sensor 
 Activates the inquiry of the head-up sensor 
Bit 1: Enable extended status byte 1 (AUX sensors) 
 Activates the extended error status. 
 If the flag is set, a second error byte is sent to the host as part of the status message. 
Bit 2: Enable extended status byte 2  (presenter) 
 Activates the extended error status. 
 If the flag is set, a 3. error byte is sent to the host as part of the status message. 
Bit 3: Enable extended status byte 3  (debug) 
 Activates the extended error status. 
 If the flag is set, a 4. error byte is sent to the host as part of the status message. 
Bit 4: unused, always 0 
Bit 5: Function of  AUX2 sensors: 
 0:= AUX2 measures motor temperature 
 1:= AUX2 is an optical sensor 
Bit 6: unused, always 0 
Bit 7: must always be 1! 
 

2.6.6 Sync command 

[Designation] sync command 
[Format] ASCII ESC v   n 
 Hex 1B 76   n 
 Decimal 27 118 n 
 
[Description] This command effects a printout and reports the synchronous character via the 

serial interface. In case the line buffer is not empty, the sync command actuates 
printing the current line.  
The sync-character will be returned as soon as the previous printout is completed. 
Every 8-bit-value can be used as synch- character and will be sent separately. 

[Example] <ESC>v<2d>Hello World<ESC>v<3d> 
As soon as the printer receives the print job, he sends 2 decimal. After having 
completed the print job „Hello World“, the printer sends 3 decimal back. 
Hint:  
Do not use values greater than 127 decimal nor 11 hex and 13hex as sync-command. 
Those are not secifiable from status bytes. 
 

2.6.7 Batch Files 
 

In the font memory (12 KB), print data can be filed as well.  
A request through the command ESC T < Batch No> will then have the same effect as if the data of this 
batch file would have been sent through the interface to the printer. Therefore, batch files can contain 
text, graphics, and even commands. 
 
Batch file T0 is also processed, if the feed button is held down during a hardware reset. 
Batch file T1 is also processed, when the test button is pressed. 

 
 [Designation] call batch file 
 [Format] ASCII <ESC> T n 

Hex 1B 54 n 
  Decimal 27 84 n 

 [Description] Prints the text <Batch No> with the printer.  
Batch no. is a binary value and starts with zero. Batch depth := 1 means that 
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within a batch file maximum one additional sub batch file can be performed. 
Optional: Batch file 4 can be executed, if under parameter 28 bit 3 is set (=1),  
  

 

3 Printing labels and tickets 

3.1 Positioning 

3.1.1 Label / ticket positioning (label mode) 
The printer firmware utilizes gaps or blackmarks for exact positioning of print line and label or ticket 
start. The printing of a label / ticket is concluded with a formfeed (FF) <12d> command. This command 
causes the printer to paper feed until the blackmark sensor recognizes a control mark + a defined 
distance „B“ (parameter 19). This also works in case the blackmark has passed the sensor during 
printing, but has not reached the additionally set distance “B”. „B“ should be selected such that the next 
line prints at the beginning of the new ticket. The printer will feed paper looking for the mark/gap until 
found or until the lentgh given in parameter 16 (see also parameter 20) has been reached. In case a 
printout trespasses the label, a FF command positions at the next blackmark.  

3.1.2 Label / ticket positioning without label mode 

Formfeed without label mode: 

A formfeed (FF) command provokes a paper transport until the value <label length> is reached (counted 
from the previous FF comand). If the value <label length> has already been exceeded since the previous 
formfeed (FF), the paper is feed forward by one line only.  

 

3.1.3 Singularize ticket after positioning (End of Ticket / EoT) 

After positioning, treat ticket as single ticket. 
To cut a ticket after printing, a feed „A“ has to be added after the formfeed (FF) command in order to 
transport the ticket into cutting position. The subsequent area „D1“ cannot be used for printing because 
it is part of the next ticket. To avoid such an empty area, the ticket has to be fed forward for cutting and 
then has to retracted to print position. This will be performed by the by the „End of Ticket“ command. 

Attention:  
The sensor must not „see“ any blackmark during this process.  
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Fig. 3.1.3 End of Ticket 

 

 

 

3.2 Printing  

 Label mode can be configured by means of several printer parameters. Parameters can be changed in 
gehe user settings by the command: <ESC>V<parameter><value> and permanentely stored with „RESET“ 
see schematics in Chapter 2.2.2.  

 
Parameter 16: Label length      standard setting:= 254d  

 Label length in mm:  
 This setting indicates how long the device looks for blackmarks before the search is canceled. This 

value should be significantly longer than the length of the label or ticket. See also parameter 20. 

 

 Parameter 17: Length of blackmark     standard setting:= 10d 

 Length of recognition of blackmark in lines (1/8 mm):  
This parameter controls how many blackmark lines have to be recognized before the printer considers 
the input as signating a sap/mark. For instance, blackmarks will be recognized quickly if the parameter 
is set to a low value, such as 4d. On the other hand, some elements other than blackmarks, such as 
preprinted text, might also be recognized as blackmarks. The standard setting 10d will ignore pre 
printed elements of < 1mm.  
Attention: With standard setting 10d the blackmark will be recognized after 10 dot lines. When increasing this 
value the printout position will be shift accordingly. 
 

Parameter 18: Length till paper end   standard setting:= 0d (4 lines), Piano:= 80d 

 This parameter controls in lines (1/8 mm) after how many recognized paper-end-lines the paper-end 
condition is met. The PE-Error is deleted as soon as new paper is detected. A line feed is not necessary. 
The minimum value is limited to 4, the maximum value is limited to 120. Performing blackmark control 
using the PE sensor, a too high value will cause a delay in PE message. Additionally the value should be 
about 1 mm larger than the utilized blackmark size.  
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 Parameter 19:  Label-distance printhead <-> Blackmark sensor  standard setting:= 10d  

 Label-distance printhead <-> Blackmark sensor in lines (1/8 mm):  
This parameter controls how long printing commences after a blackmark has been recognized. This 
distance includes printing and formfeed until the ticket ends. Therefore it is not imperative for the 
blackmark to be at the beginning of the ticket. This setting permits to “move” a blackmark to any 
position.     

 

 Parameter 20: Label-Flags       standard setting:= 3d  

 Label flags 

 Bit 0:   0: Label mode off  1: Label mode on 

 Bit 1/2/3:  0/0/0:  Paper End Sensor used for label control 

 1/0/0:  AUX1 used for label control (standard) 

 0/1/0:  AUX2 used for label control 

 1/1/0:  AUX3 used for label control 

 1/1/1:  AUX4 used for label control 

 Bit 4, 5:  future use (must be set to zero) 

 Bit 6:   1: increases the value of parameter 16 by 256 mm (see also parameter 20) 

 Bit 7:   1: increases the value of parameter 19 by 256 lines 
 
[Example] Activate label mode using the AUX2 sensor: <ESC>Q<20d><5d> 
 
 
 

Hint: For standard tickets the label mode is activated by setting parameter 20 from 0d to 3d. 

Hint: In label mode: Selection of the internal light barrier for paper end detection is additionally used for 
synchronisation. This affects a different kind of paper end recognition. To detect paper end the light barrier 
needs to „see“ empty paper for a period longer than the blackmark length. Herein auto paper load is not 
possible. 

 

Parameter 39:         standard setting:= 0d  
 
This parameter indicates which kind of sensor is connected (reflex/fork light barrier).  
Bit polarity: 0 = Reflex light barrier, 1 = Fork light barrier 

Sensor  Parameter bit 

NPE   Bit 0 

AUX1   Bit 1 (standard blackmark sensor) 

AUX2   Bit 2 

AUX3   Bit 3 

AUX4   Bit 4 
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3.2.1 Examples for printing via commands 
 
Parameter 20 = 3d   Parameter 19 = 20d  Parameter 18 = 80d  
Parameter 17 = 10d  Parameter 16 = 254d Parameter 34 = 80d 
 
Commands: 
 
<ESC>Q<20d><3d> <ESC>Q<19d><20d> <ESC>Q<18d><80d> 
<ESC>Q<17d><10d> <ESC>Q<16d><254d> <ESC>Q<34d><80d> 
 

 
Code example for a ticket: 
 
<13d> 
<13d> 
<ESC>H<3d> 
<ESC>W<2d> 
<13d> Sample 
<13d> Ticket 
<ESC>H<1d> 
<ESC>W<0d> 
<13d> 
<13d> 

<13d> Arrival: 
<13d> Departure: 
<13d> 
Thanks for visiting! 
<12d> 
<ESC>e<0d><0d> 
 
This will lead to following ticket printout:  

 
 
 
 

3.2.2 Terminating ticket print with command: „End of Ticket“ 

First the ticket print will be finished with formfeed (FF) command. Then the printer positions the paper 
to the next control mark of the new ticket (regarding parameter 19). 

The command „End of Ticket“ defines how to singularise a ticket: 

1. feed to tear bar 

2. feeding – cutting – retracting/positioning 

3. feeding – double cut (cut out of perforation at ticket end) – retracting/positioning 

4. ejecting single ticket 

Attention: 
The distance sensor – printhead can not be printed when using single tickets or last ticket of a roll/stable. 
For ticket dispensing, corresponding bit of „End of Ticket“ command has to be set. 

. Attention: 
after a reverse transport, the gear clearance has to be adjusted through a short paper feed command. 
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3.2.3 End of Ticket  (EoT) 
[Designation] EoT 
[Format] ASCII ESC e <parameter 69> <parameter 70> 
 Hex 1B 65  <parameter 69> <parameter 70> 
 Decimal 27 101  <parameter 69> <parameter 70> 
[Description] The parameters 69 and 70 configure the „End of Ticket“ command. Are both 

parameters set to 0d, ESC e uses the values stored in EEPROM for parameter 69 
and 70.  

 Attention: An EoT command does terminate a started line only with bit 6 being set!  

 

Parameter 69: EoT Flagbyte 2    standard setting:= (0000 0000) := 0d 

Bit 0: EoT1 identifier  = 0: for EEPROM parameter 
= 1: flags are given directly in the command  

Bit 1: EoT_NoCut  = 0: cut 
= 1: no cut 

Bit 2: EoT_NoFullCut  = 0: full cut 
= 1: half cut resp. segment cut 

Bit 3: EoT_DoubleCut  = 0: no double cut 
= 1: double cut, 2 x parameter 33 

Bit 4: EoT_NoFeed_Cut  = 0: feed before cut about parameter 34  
= 1: no feed before cut 

Bit 5: EoT_Cut_NoBackfeed = 0: back feed after cut  
       about parameter 34 + gear clearance  
       (only active, if bit 1, 2 and  4  = 0 ) 
= 1: no back feed after cut 

Bit 6: EoT_CloseLine = 0: Text line will not be completed automatically  
       (CR, LF or FF necessary) 

 = 1: Text line will be completed automatically 

Bit 7:  = 0: reserved 

 

 

 

 

Parameter 70: EoT Flag byte2    standard settings:= (0000 0000) := 0d 

Bit 0: EoT_CntStatistik = 1: Each EoT command will be entered into statistics (if existent) 

Bit 1-6:    = 0: reserved 

Bit 7: EoT_PageEndOnly  = 1: Print a group of tickets by using a windows® driver 

When using a windows® driver, bit 7 is set when selecting a Page End 
action „EoT Group Tickets“. In this case feed&cutter actions are disabled. 
Generally,  
if „Eot1 identifier“ = 0, feed&cutter actions are disabled at call up.  
If „Eot1 identifier“ = 1, actions configured in flag byte 1 will be performed. 

 

Complementary parameters: 
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Parameter 31: Paper end condition   standard setting:= (0000 0000) := 0d 

Parameter 31 defines the effect of EoT command regarding paper end. 
Bit 0: EoT_PE_CancelTicket = 0: no not dismiss data at an early paper end  

= 1: dismiss data until next EoT command  
       in case paper end occurs before EoT command    
       (not implemented yet) 

Bit 1: EoT_PE_NoFeedOut  = 0: feed until exit at paper end about 2 x parameter 34  
       (default) 
= 1: do not feed at paper end 

Bit 2: EoT_PE_Cut  = 0: cut at paper end disabled 
= 1: cut at paper end 

Bit 3: EoT_PE_Invalidate = 0: do not void the last ticket 
= 1: void the last ticket 

Bit 4:  = 0: reserved 
Bit 5:  = 0: reserved 
Bit 6: EoT_Autoload_EoT = 0: suppress feeding after PE in Autoload mode  

= 1: feed after PE in Autoload mode  
Bit 7: EoT_Autoload_Cut  = 0: cut after Autoload disabled 

= 1: cut after Autoload (no double cut) 

Reject last incomplete ticket after paper end: 

With bit 0 of parameter 31 being set and the printer recognizing a “PaperEnd” (during motor 
movement) before the ticket is completed, all ticket data wll be fetched and afterwards deleted from 
the PC. This extermination will continue until an “EndofTicket” command arrives or the timeout set in 
parameter 37 is exceeded. Therefore the “EndofTicket” termination condition eliminates the current 
ticket only. The “timeout”-criteria does destroy the complete print job. 

The parameter 31 determines if an actual ticket printout has to be hold or ejected. Afterwards the 
printer goes to “idle”-mode without paper. New or pending ticket print data will be performed as soon 
as paper is inserted. This process will be indicated in flag byte 4 of bit 1. Inserting new paper will 
remove the setting of bit 1. “CancelTicket” can not be triggered by removing the paper or switching-on 
the printer being in “PaperEnd” condition. 

 

Void the ticket: 

With bit 3 of parameter 31 being set and a “CancelTicket” command has been excecuted, the printer 
retracks the last incomplete ticket. The ticket will be overprinted with a predefined pattern. 
Subsequently, the ticket will be output according to the settings made in parameter 31. 

 

Parameter 37: Timeout - CancelTicket    standard setting:= 0d  

Timeout in seconds defines how long a Cancel Ticket command will be active for rejecting printing 
data after a paper end was recognized.  0 := infinite. 

 

 

Parameter 33: Double cut width    standard setting:= 24d  

Double cut width = parameter 33 x 2 in dotlines (1/8 mm).  
The first cut is executed at position parameter 34 – parameter 33,  
the second cut is executed about parameter 33 x 2 dotlines later. 
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Parameter 34: Distance Print head – cutter   standard setting:= e.g. Piano = 80d 

At „End of Ticket Cut“ command, this parameter defines how many dotlines a ticket is transported 
forward and reverse. The gear clearance is adjusted automatically. 
If a ticket should be cut at print position and directly afterwards retracted to print position, parameter 
34 has to be set equal to distance printhead - cutter. 

[Example] The command <12d><ESC>e<02d><00d> will have following effect: 
With a formfeed (FF) command the printer positions the ticket at the control mark 
regarding parameter 19. Now the printhead is positioned onto the upper line of the new 
ticket. Command ESC “e“ feeds the ticket forward about parameter 34. Afterwards the 
ticket will be cut and retracted about parameter 34 + gear clearance.  

 

3.2.4 Auto paper load 
 
Parameter 25: Auto Paper Load  standard setting :=80d (254d at GeBE-Piano) 
„Auto paper load“ is activated when new paper is found at the insert during "paper empty" status 
(independent to Head-Up sensor status). Parameter 25 defines the „Auto Paper Load“ length, means 
how long the motor will transport paper. A zero turns the Auto Load off. It is recommended to adjust 
Auto Load liberally because of a potential „time slippage“ during paper threading. The maximum value 
for the Auto Load is 254 mm. Motor speed during Auto Load is reduced to 40 mm/s.  
 
Parameter 35: Autoload Speed     standard setting:= 0d 
Selection/setting of maximum motor speed during Autoload. 
The default value is 0 = 40 mm/s. Any other value will set the motor speed during Autoload to 2x this 
value in mm/s. The maximum value which is possible to select is defined by the printer firmware. 
Example: Value 50 results in 100 mm/s. 
The minimum value is 10. 
 
Attention: Do not set the value too high or too low. This will cause disturbances. 
Recommended value range: Parameter 35 = 20 – 40 (means 40 to max. 80 mm/s) 

 

Parameters 64, 65, 66: Controlled Auto Paper Load 

Inserting new paper/ticket with „Auto paper load“ activated affects the positioning of the paper/ticket 
at next control mark or assigned sensor (regarding parameters 19 and 25). This is the same procedure 
as giving a formfeed (FF) command. Afterwards a batch file (defined in parameter 66) will be called. In 
batch file #2, the command ESC e <0d> <0d> is stored by default. In case the sensor is installed behind 
the printer mechanism, „auto paper load“ will be stopped as soon as the paper reaches the sensor. 
 
[Example] „Auto paper load“ shall be controlled by a fork light barrier at AUX2: 

 Following parameter settings are to select: 
 P19 :=0d, P25 := 100d, P39: = 4d, P64 := 4d , P65 := 4d , P66 = 0d 
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3.2.5 Printing single tickets 

Printers, such as the GPT-4633 GeBE-Piano are suitable to print single tickets. Therefore it is needed 
that the printer aligns the ticket after insert. 

[Example] The GeBE-Piano uses the AUX1 sensor for blackmark identification. This requires the 
setting bit 1 of parameter 64 -> P64 = 2d. As soon as a standard ticket is insert, the 
paper end sensor „sees“ paper and starts „auto paper load“. After transporting 10 mm 
the blackmark sensor „sees“ the blackmark (means: no paper). Provided that bit 1 of 
parameter 65 is set to zero -> P65 = 0d, „auto paper load“ stops. Now the printhead is 
adjusted to the upper ticket position.  

Blackmark detection has to be defined in parameter 17. See application example below 
for GeBE-Piano. Following parameter settings have to be selected: 
P19 := 0d, P25 := 254d, P39: = 0d, P64 := 2d , P65 := 0d , P66 = 2d 

 

 
   ! printing direction 

 

Hint: For blackmark detection the minimum size of 5 mm is required. But we recommend 
minimum size of 8 mm. 
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3.2.5.1 Configuration of single ticket parameters 

 

Following parameters are used to configure single ticket mode: 
  

Parameter 64: auto laod sensor     standard setting:= 2d  

Definition of sensor for auto paper load identification (AUX 1 activated = default) 

Sensor   Parameter bit 

NPE    Bit 0 

AUX1   Bit 1 (standard sensor) 

AUX2   Bit 2 

AUX3   Bit 3 

AUX4   Bit 4 

 

Parameter 65: auto load sensor condition    standard setting:= 0d  
This parameter controls whether ticket recognition happens during paper transition, while paper is 
present (sensor bit := 1) or by means of a blackmark or absence of paper (bit := 0). 

Sensor   Parameter bit 

NPE    Bit 0 

AUX1    Bit 1 (standard sensor) 

AUX2    Bit 2 

AUX3    Bit 3 

AUX4    Bit 4 

 

 

 

Parameter 66: auto load batch file     standard setting:= 2d  

If parameter 66 contains a value unequal zero, this value identifies a batch file #. The corresponding 
batch file is executed at the end of teh Auto Load. This batch file should include an „End of Ticket“ 
command.  
Information:  
Batch file #2 contains an „End of Ticket“ command by default: ESC e <0d> <0d>. 
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3.2.5.2 Control blackmarks 
Control blackmarks must be printed using infrared absorbing color in the range of 910-950 nm. 
Optical density should be a minimum of 1.0. The blackmark position is not the print position of the 
printhead. To assure that the blackmark recognition really identifies the ticket beginning, it would be 
necessary to place the blackmark reset by the distance (blackmark – printhead). This offset can be 
installed via parameter 19, as shown in figure below: 

 
! printing direction 

 
  

Info:  
In order to enable the printer starting the printout right from the beginning, the distance B has always to be 
selected  4 mm smaller than the distance print head to sensor. 

   

Distances: sensor, printhead, cutter: (with GeBE standard tickets), (see fig. 3.1.3) 

in mm (lines eff.) GPT-4633/4673  GPT-4672 GPT-4762  GPT-4762  
        blackmark sensor notch sensor 

B: sensor – printhead 15.0 (144)  13.5 (108) 3.5 (255)  18.0 (144) 

A: printhead - cutter 11 (72)   12.0 (96) 21.5 (172)  21.5 (172) 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2.6 Position counter  
The printer also has a position counter. This position counter is used to control the label. Resetting the 
counter is performed automatically after a form feed or after an autolaod before the autolaod bach file 
is excecuted. Also, the manual reset by the user is possible. Definition in parameter 20: 
Bit 5 set to 1: a ToF is performed after a form feed 
Bit 5 set to 0: a ToF is performed after end of ticket 
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3.2.7 Command for setting Top of Form 
 

[Designation] Set Top of Form 
[Format] ASCII ESC q 
 Hex 1B 71  
 Decimal 27 113 
[Description] This command defines „Top of Form“ of a label. The command waits for idle status 

of the printer before setiting the internal line counter. Normally the Top of Form 
needs not be set manuall (via this command) because it is automaticallyset 
through command End of Ticket (EoT). 

 
Parameter 75: Set Top of Form Value     standard settings:= 0d 
 
If a customer ticket has a blackmark positioning, a correction of the print start might be needed. The 
malposition can be corrected through settings in parameter 75. Therefore the position counter is not 
0 but set to the value of parameter 75. After an End of Ticket command the active parameter 75 will 
be recognized. Afterwards the command retract to top of form will transport the ticket to the modified 
start position by retracting of x dotlines (= value of parameter 75).  
 

3.2.8 Readout position counter 
 
[Designation] readout position counter 
[Format] ASCII ESC 'x'   1d  12d   0d 
 Hex 1B 78   1  12    0 
 Decimal 27 120  1   0C 0 
[Description] This command effects the readout of the actual print position on a print document.  
[Example] Printout example:  
 Position counter is located at 150 lines: ESC "x" "1" "2" "0" "3" "150" 

This command makes the printer to perform a short stop. This is system dependent 
as the command has to be synchronizd with the printout, see Chapter 4.6. 
 

3.2.9 Locked back feed   
 
[Designation] Back feed to TOF 
[Format] ASCII ESC / nh nl 
 Hex 1B 2F  nh nl 
 Decimal 27 147  nh nl 
[Description] After a formfeed (FF) command the internal position counter is reset to 0. Printing 

or feeding increments the position counter. If then a locked back feed command 
follows that, the paper is exactly positioned back to start position but maximum 
the assigned length in <LHigh><LLow>. 

[Example] First <12d> <ESC> e<34d> <00d> command effects, that after a formfeed (FF) 
command the paper is retracted to cutter position and cut. 

 With print start of a new ticket command <ESC> /<01d><40d> causes the back 
feed of the ticket to print position. 
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4 Configurations 

4.1 Serial interface configuration 
 

Parameter 1: Baud rate 
Parameter = 0:                 115200 Baud (default)    
Parameter = 1: 921600 Baud  -> (not recommended, not tested) 
Parameter = 2: 460800 Baud  -> USB operation: 460800 Baud (default) 
Parameter = 3: 230400 Baud  
Parameter = 4: 115200 Baud  
Parameter = 5: 57600 Baud  
Parameter = 6: 38400 Baud  
Parameter = 7: 19200 Baud  
Parameter = 8: 9600 Baud  
Parameter = 9: 4800 Baud  
Parameter = 10: 2400 Baud  
Parameter = 11: 1200 Baud  
Parameter = 12: 600 Baud  
Parameter = 13: 300 Baud  
Parameter = 14: 150 Baud  
Parameter > 15: (custom) special baud rates 
 
Attention: 
For RS232 communicating with PC configuration software "toolbox" under Windows®, 
baudrate settings ≤ 115200 Baud (parameter 4-14) is required. 
 
 
 
Parameter 2: Port settings (Flag byte) 
no Parity xx00 xxxx   
unused xx01 xxxx 
even Parity xx10 xxxx  
odd Parity xx11 xxxx 
 
1 stop bit xxxx 0xxx 
2 stop bits xxxx 1xxx 
 
7 data bits xxxx xx0x 
8 data bits xxxx xx1x 
 
[Example] 8 data bits, 1, stop, no parity: parameter = 0000 0010b = 02 decimal . 

Bits marked with an "x" should be set to "0". 
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Parameter 15: UART Send Options (Flag byte) 
 

Automatic Status Transmission: 
If this bit is activated, the controller will automatically send the status byte to the host whenever the 
status changes. 
Auto-Send on xxxx xxx1 default  (equivalent to command <ESC> a) 
Auto-Send off xxxx xxx0   (equivalent to command <ESC> b) 
 
Information:  
A full data buffer will close the interface. Even a print status inquiry will no longer be possible in this 
condition.  
 
For this purpose, a reset option and the following status inquiry options have been implemented: 
 
Periodical Transmission of the Status Byte: 
If this bit is activated, the controller automatically transmits the current status byte to the host every 
1 second.  
Periodical-Send on xxxx xx1x  
Periodical-Send off xxxx xx0x default 
 
 
Transmission of the status byte by deactivating the RTS line: 
Attention: Do not leave the RTS line unwired! 
If the RTS line is pulled to "Low", the controller will send the status byte after about 20 ms. This is 
repeated in intervals of approximately 20 ms until the RTS line is active again. 
RTS-Send on xxxx x1xx  
RTS-Send off xxxx x0xx default 
 
 
Printer Reset by Deactivating the RTS Line: 
Attention: Do not leave the RTS line unwired! 
If the RTS line is pulled to "low" for longer than approximately 200 ms, the controller will  
perform a reset. 
RTS-RESET on xxxx 1xxx  
RTS-RESET off xxxx 0xxx default 
 
HINT: 
The RTS line of the V.24 interface has to be pulled to the logical value "low" (-12 V) in order to set the TTL 
level internally to the value "high" (+5 V).  
If no cable is connected, the input will be pulled to GRD through an internal 5 kΩΩ resistor located on the 
RS232 chip. This creates a +5 V "high" TTL signal at the µ processor. In both cases a signal is sent over 
the CTS line, causing the controller to perform a reset. 
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4.2 Adjust print current 
At A8 system two printer cores are available for selection:  
1. low speed core:  herein parameters 13 and 14 determine the current height available for the printer.  According 

to this, the printing speed is adjusted automatically. 
2. high speed core: primarily, the printer always tries to print with maximum speed. With history control activated, 

the current needed for maximum printing speed is applied. 
 

Parameter 13 and 14 (depending on mechanism) 
Current consumption and print dynamic (quality): for low speed printer machanisms:  
Parameters 26 and 27 are without effect. 

 
Parameter 13: 
Current peaks are determined during printing through the number of dots that are fed current 
simultaneously. Parameter 13 multiplied by 8 indicates how many dots per process may be fed current 
simultaneously. 
The value range from 1 - 104 allows the simultaneous feeding of current to 8 dots minimum and 832 dots 
maximum. The used printer mechanism specifies the maximum number of dots. See Hardware Manual for 
more information. A large number of dots increases the print speed. 
 
Functional description: 
As soon as the number of black pixels to be printed has reached this value within a line section, the 
following print line will be filled with zeros, and then current is fed to the line. In the following cycle, the 
pixels that have already been printed will be filled with zeros. Afterwards, the next pixels (maximal n) are 
being fed current, etc. Recommended values for n are: 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16. 
 
The maximum current I is dependent on the operating  
voltage Vp and on the dot resistance Rdot:  I = (Vp x number of pixel / Rdot) + IVcc + Imotor 
For example: 
Vp  = 5 V 
Rdot  = 123 Ohm 
Imotor  = 0.5 A 
IVcc  = 0.1 A   
-> with n = 8 (condsequently 64 pixel) =>  I Peak = 5 x 64 /123 + 0.5 + 0.1 = 3.2A 
 
Parameter 14: max. virtual segment size in bytes 
Minimum is 1, maximum is the print width in mm, e.g. 48 for GPT-4382. 
These parameters determine the print speed dynamics: High dynamics means that the printer prints each 
line as fast as the maximum current allows. Therefore, an empty line is printed faster than a full line. If the 
dynamics are disabled, each line is printed as if it were completely black. 
Continuous motor run = good printing quality 
The Parameter determines, how many bytes are printed simultaneously (even if they only contain zeros so 
that no dots are being printed).  
If 1 is specified here, the printer basically devides the line into 8 pixel-wide segments, i.e. current feed.         
If m includes all bytes in one line (i.e. for 8 pixels/mm the complete effective print width in m mm), the print 
line can also be fed current to in only one process as long as the maximum number of pixels n of parameter 
13 is not exceeded. 
An even printout is the result of the setting P13= 4d - P14= 4d for example. This is because the maximum 
number of pixels to be printed n: =32 matches the number of pixels in the bytes that are printed 
simultaneously parameter 14 := 4.  
An example to achieve high dynamics is P13= 4d - P14= 48d: 
If no more than 32 dots are printed in a line segment with 48 bytes bytes, this can be done in one print 
cycle. However, if a completely black line is printed, several cycles of 4 bytes each will be required in this 
case. The print time will vary from line to line depending on the density. 
Recommended values for m are: 
• for maximum print dynamics:    P14 =  max. segment size in bytes 
• for even printing:     P14 =  same number of pixels in the print segment as in 
the  

current feed parameter (i.e. P13:= 8d, P14:= 8d), 
always taking into account the maximum available 
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current for Vp. 
 
 
 

Parameters 26 and 27 (depending on mechanism) 
Power consumption and quality: for high-speed printer mechanisms: 
Parameters 13 and 14 are ineffective. 
 
High-speed printer mechanisms are controlled in 1 or 2 strobe groups. 
In the recommended standard setting (2 strobe groups), the first physical half of the dots is activated with 
the first motor step, and the rest with the second step. 
Therefore, the maximum peak power consumption is dependent on the number of dots to print per physical 
half. 
The setting "1 strobe" should only be used in combination with preheat. 
The setting "Dot Preheat" can significantly improve the print quality, especially for longer vertical structures 
such as barcode printing. The preheat duty has to be adjusted to the paper. For standard paper, a dot 
preheat duty of 20 applies. 
 
Recommended settings: Standard: Parameter 26 = 0 (no preheat) 
    Parameter 27 =  1 (2 strobe groups) 
 High Quality:  Parameter 26 = 20 (preheat duty) 
    Parameter 27 =  0 (1 strobe group)  
    especially suitable for preprinted paper 

 
Parameter 26: Preheat duty 
Sets the preheat share: 
 
0:  dot preheat turned off 
1:  low preheat share (app. 10% of the strobe signal) 
50:  high preheat share (maximum value) 
 
 
Parameter 27: Strobe setting 
Sets the splitting of the strobes into groups: 
 
0:  one strobe group - all pixels are heated simultaneously     Attention: Do not use with P26=0! 
1:  two strobe groups - splitting the pixels into two groups 
2: two strobe groups – multistrobe: strobes will be pulsed in alternating mode (ideal for 12V operation) 
3:  two strobe groups – multistrobe: strobes will be pulsed in alternating mode (ideal against sticking) 
 

 
Parameter 22: Motor speed  
Selection/setting of motor maximum speed. 
 
The set speed will not be exceeded during printing. 
The motor speed is stated in (2 * mm/s). Maximum motor speed = Parameter 22 * 2.  
Therefore the value 50 sets a speed of 100 mm/s. Minimum value is 10. The maximum value is limited by 
the printer firmware. 
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4.3 Presenter 
 

4.3.1 Presenter geometry 
Command for calibrating the presenter geometry: <ESC> '%<0d><0d> 
 
This command sets following parameters: 
 

Parameter 77:  Distance sensor 1 – gate  and  
 

Parameter 78:  Distance sensor 1 - sensor 2 
 
 

4.3.2 Presenter features 
 
Parameter 28:  Presenter Config Flag (nur GeBE Compact Plus) 

Parameter 28 defines the printer characteristics. 

 
Bit 0: Presenter error handling = 0: no error handling 

= 1: error handling activated. Description see 4.4 
Bit 1: Timeout handling  = 0: retract 

= 1: eject 
Bit 2: Presenter mode  = 0: loop mode (printout will be „stored“ in a loop line)  

= 1: dispenser mode (printout will exit directly) 
Bit 3: NPE batch 4 = 0: no action 

= 1: NPE signal activated batch 4 
Bit 4: Motor current = 0: normal  
 = 1: increased 
Bit 5: Dyn. motor control  = 0: reserved 
 
Bit 6: On/offline mode = 0: reserved 
 
Bit 7: Presenter mode  = 0: deactivated 

= 1: activated 
 
 
Parameter 29:  Output length 
This parameter sets the output length of the ticket. 
Parameter = 255 sets the maximum output length 
 
Parameter = 0 sets the minimum output length, which is approx. 30 mm with output lip and 12 mm without output 
lip (distance from printer output slot). 
Additional output length is calculated: parameter 29 in mm x 2. 
 
[Example] With Parameter 29 = 50, the output length is 112 mm (distance from output lip). 
 
The presenting progress will be terminated as soon as the set output length or the presenter sensor has been 
reached. Afterwards the presenter holds the presented ticket until it is pulled off. 
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Parameter 30: Timeout für Presenter 
In case a presented ticket is not pulled off, the presenter retracts the ticket into an internal trash. 
Selection/setting of timeout: 
 
0 := timeout deactivated. Never retracting the ticket. (After presenting the ticket, the printer does not 

wait and immediately accepts new data. 
1–250  :=  retract the ticket after x seconds. 
251-254 :=  reserved 
255  :=  no retracting of the ticket. (The printer waits for the removal of the following ticket printout.) 
 
 
The printer Compact Plus GPT-467x accepts commands during timeout period.  
Attention: Commands causing a motor movement or a reset may lead to functional troubles. 
 

4.3.3 Eject paper to front      only with Compact Plus 
[Designation] paper exit 
[Format] ASCII ESC pe 
 Hex 1B 70 55   
 Decimal 27 112 114 
[Description] Stopping the timeout manually during the timeout period. 
 The command makes the ticket to be ejected to the front using the presenting 

speed programmed under Parameter  76. 

4.3.4 Retract paper backwards    only with Compact Plus 
[Designation] paper exit 
[Format] ASCII ESC pr 
 Hex 1B 70 72  
 Decimal 27 112 114  
[Description] Stopping the timeout manually during the timeout period. 
 The command makes the ticket to be retracted backwards and be ejected 

downwards. 

4.3.5 Paper handling according to Parameter 28    only with Compact Plus 
[Designation] paper exit 
[Format] ASCII ESC pt 
 Hex 1B 70 74  
 Decimal 27 112 116  
[Description] Stopping the timeout manually during the timeout period. 
 The command makes executing the paper handling according to the adjusted 

Parameter  28 (default timeout action). 
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4.3.6 Troubleshooting presenter 
 
Three phases are defined as follows: 
Phase1: Transporting the ticket into the presenter and cutting the ticket. 
Phase2: Transporting the ticket onto „taking“ position and waiting for removal. 
Phase3: Retracting the ticket into the internal trash after timeout.  

  (Phase3 will only be executed when the ticket wasn’t pulled off.) 
 

After a reset:        *** under development *** 
In case the presenter sensor is not free after a reset (means: paper stays in the presenter), first a cut will be performed 
and afterwards the remaining paper will be transported into the trash. 
 
 
In phase 1:  
Before performing the EoT cut, an inquiry of the presenter sensor will verify that the ticket has reached the 
presenter (sensor busy). In case the ticket does not reach the presenter sensor, e.g. paper end, the 
troubleshooting of phase 1 will be performed. 
 
GeBE Motion: 
Troubleshooting of phase 1: 
1. Reduction of feeding speed to 90 mm/s. 
2. Maximum 2 additional feeding attempts will be performed for subsequent ticket transport into the presenter: 

retracking the ticket by 10 mm followed by FF formfeed. 
a. Unsuccessful transport operates no cut of the ticket and sets the printer to error status  

(status byte#3/bit#2 set). 
b. Successful transport operates a ticket cut followed by maximum 2 attempts for feeding the ticket into the 

trash. 
o Free presenter sensor indicates that the ticket has reached the trash. 
o Busy presenter sensor sets the printer to error status (status byte#3/bit#2 set) 

 
GeBE Compact Plus: 
Troubleshooting of phase 1: 
3. Reduction of feeding speed to 90 mm/s. 
4. One additional feeding attempts will be performed for subsequent ticket transport into the presenter: 

retracting the ticket by the length already have been feeded, followed by FF formfeed to the presneter sensor. 
a. Unsuccessful transport operates cutting of the ticket and sets the printer to error status  

(status byte#3/bit#2 set). 
o Free presenter sensor indicates that the ticket has successfully left the presenter unit. The printer 

returns to basic status. 
o Busy presenter sensor sets the printer to error status (status byte#3/bit#2 set). 

b. Successful transport operates a ticket cut and the process will be continued according to Parameter 28. 
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In phase2: 
The ticket will be fed forward upon the selected exit length, maximum until the presenter sensor is free (sees no 
more paper). Is the feeding process limited by the presenter sensor, the ticket will be retracked by maximum        5 
mm (until the sensor sees paper).  
- Appears the sensor still free, a ticket removal during the feeding process is assumed and the ticket is 

evaluated as “removed”. The printer is not set to error status. 
- Appears the sensor busy, the ticket is in exit position (status byte#3/bit#1 set) and the printer waits for ticket 

removal. As soon as the pull-detect mechanism is activated, an additional feeding supports the ticket exiting. 
- Will this process getting the sensor free, the ticket is evaluated as “removed” and the status 

byte#3/bit#1 will change from mode set to not set.  
- Otherwise the troubleshooting of phase 2 will be performed. 

 
Troubleshooting of phase 2: 
1. Set internal error status. 
2. Reduction of feeding speed to 90 mm/s. 
3. Maximum 2 additional feeding attempts will be performed for subsequent ticket transport into the presenter: 

retracking the ticket by 10 mm followed by FF formfeed. 
a. Unsuccessful transport operates no cut of the ticket and sets the printer to error status  

(status byte#3/bit#2 set). 
c. Successful transport operates a ticket cut followed by maximum 2 attempts for feeding the ticket into the 

trash. 
a. Free presenter sensor indicates that the ticket has reached the trash. 
b. Busy presenter sensor sets the printer to error status (status byte#3/bit#2 set) 

 
 
 
in phase 3: 
After lapse of timeout, the timeout status will be set (statusbyte#3/bit#0 set). Then 2 feeding attempts will be 
performed for subsequent ticket retrack into the internal trash. 
- Will this process getting the sensor free, the ticket retrack is evaluated as “successful” and the status 

byte#3/bit#1 (ticket in exit position) will change from mode set to not set.  
- Otherwise the troubleshooting of phase 3 will be performed. 
 
Troubleshooting of phase 3: 
1. Set error status (statusbyte#3/bit#2 set). 
2. Wait until the sensor appears as being free. 
3. Removal of set error status (statusbyte#3/bit#2 unset).  

INFORMAION: statusbyte#3/bit#1 (ticket in exit position) remains set. 
 

 
HINT: timeout status (statusbyte#3/bit#0 set) will be automatically removed after sending. 
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4.4 Anti Jam 
For printers equipped with anti jam unit. The anti jam unit detects a paper jam and immediately stops the 
printing process. Printing restarts approx. 40 ms after the jam is remedied. 
. 
Attention:  
Please do not change the settings without consulting GeBE support. 
 
Parameter 62: Anti Jam Sensors 
Indication which sensor is enabled to recognize an anti jam  
With all bits are set to 0, the anti jam is switched off. 
 

Sensor   Parameter-Bit 

NPE    Bit 0 

AUX1   Bit 1  

AUX2   Bit 2 (Standard Sensor) 

AUX3   Bit 3 

AUX4   Bit 4 

 
Parameter 63: Anti Jam Sensor Condition 
Only for reflex sensors: When setting a sensor bit to value „1“ (see list parameter 62) an emergency stop at paper 
insert (transition from no paper to paper available) is activated. 
When using a GeBE standard printer, values of parameters 63 and 62 are identically. 

 
 

4.5 Motor PWM 
Parameter 40: Motor PWM (depending on hardware) 
only possible for low-voltage printers (3-9V) 
 
The motor current of a low-voltage printer mechanisms can be reduced through voltage adjustment.  
At high operation voltage (≥ 6V) the lost power of the motor increases significally. 
The motor PWM increases the continuous printer operation but with minimum reduction of the motor torque. 
 
Following commands are used to switch on/off the PWM motor control: <ESC>Q<40d> <value> 
value = 0d: PWM off  
value = 1d: PWM on 
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4.6 Inquiry of system parameters 
 
 [Designation] Request system parameter 
 [Format] ASCII ESC x <Output><Type><Param><size>{Data} 
  Hex 1B 78 n1  n2 n3 n4 {Data} 
  Decimal 27 120 n1  n2 n3 n4 {Data} 
 [Description] Output: Indicates the type of output 

1:  Message output through RS232 or USB to a PC/host 
2:  Message output through the printer (printout of output message) 
 

  Type: describes the parameter type 
  1:  status bytes 

 2:  A/D converter values 
3:  factory settings  
4:  user settings 
5:  system strings 
6:  number of fonts  
7:  name of fonts 
8:  font height  
9:  font foot line  
10:  font underline  
11:  font width 
12: position counter 
13 : blackmark width 
14: RAM settings 
15: statistic values 
16: firmware CRC 

 
Param /Index: such as serial number for the same parameter types. 
See parameter table for the command: “Setup Printer” Chapter 2.3. 

 
<Output>        <Type><Index> 
<ESC> x <1d> <01d> <00d> supplies status byte 1 back 
<ESC> x <1d> <01d> <01d> supplies status byte 2 back 
<ESC> x <1d> <02d> <00d> operation voltage 
<ESC> x <1d> <02d> <01d> printhead temperature 
<ESC> x <1d> <02d> <02d> motor temperature 
<ESC> x <1d> <02d> <04d>   distance sensor 
<ESC> x <1d> <03d> <Param>    factory settings 
<ESC> x <1d> <04d> <Param>    user settings 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <00d>  controller type e.g.: "GCT6782" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <01d>  firmware e.g.: "GE3734" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <02d>  bootloader 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <03d>  serial number 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <04d>  firmware repository revision e.g.: "27" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <05d>  firmware repository date "01.01.2007" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <06d>  boot load repository revision e.g.: "11" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <07d>  boot load repository date "02.01.2007" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <08d>  hardware version e.g.: "V1.2" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <09d>  factory settings file e.g.: "GE3734" 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <10d> User String e.g.: "GE3734" 

 Default: factory settings file 
<ESC> x <1d> <05d> <11d>  font package e.g.: "GE3811" 
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<Output>        <Type><Index> 
<ESC> x <1d> <06d> <Dummy>  
 num
ber of available fonts 
<ESC> x <1d> <07d> <Font No>   font name 
<ESC> x <1d> <08d> <Font No>   font height 
<ESC> x <1d> <09d> <Font No>   font underline start line 
<ESC> x <1d> <10d> <Font No>  font 
unterline end line 
<ESC> x <1d> <11d> <Font No>   font width (in byte:= 8 pixel) 
<ESC> x <1d> <12d> <Dummy>  
 posit
ion counter (in 2 bytes) 
<ESC> x <1d> <13d> <Dummy>   mark 
length (1 byte) 
<ESC> x <1d> <14d> <Param> output of RAM setting data 
<ESC> x <1d> <15d> <Wert>   output of statistic values  
<ESC> x <1d> <16d> <00d>   output of CRC data  e.g.: „36601“        
<ESC> x <1d> <16d> <01d> calculation of CRC data  e.g.: „36601“ 

 
 

 If a system string is not used, an empty string is transferred back or printed. 
 Size: number of bytes still following. 

 

4.6.1 Output format for data output/print via RS232 or USB 
 

If a message output is requested for the RS232 or USB interface (type = 1), the printer will send the 
data to the host with ESC header in the following format:  
 
<ESC> x <Type> <Index> <size> {Data} 
The data output "data" is always formatted in string format (no 0 termination!). 
Here are three different possibilities: 
 
1.  The message contains a string.  

The string is printed without further formatting.    (example: "GE1234") 
2.  The message contains an 8-bit value.  

It is given as decimal number which will be changed to a string.  
The string is printed out.      (example: "72") 

3.  The message contains an 8-bit value representing flags.  
This 8-bit value will be printed out as 8 digits "0" respectively "1". 
In the middle a space character is added.    (example: "0001 0011") 
 

Return data of <Type> and <Index> will have an ASCII-Hex value code.  
Example: "0" followed by "B" describe the value "11" 
 
When more parameters are requested, the following parameter may only be queried as soon as the 
actual parameter has been sent. Otherwise a SYNC sign has to be set inbetween the queries. 
 
Example 1: 
The host requests the firmware system string from the printer with the following command: 
<ESC> x <Output = 1> <Type = System String = 5> <Index = Firmware-GE = 1> 
 
The printer will answer to the host with the following return data: 
<ESC> x <Type = System String = “05”> <Index = Firmware-GE = “01”> <size = “06”> {"GE1234"} 
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Example 2: 
The host requests the number of fonts available in the system from the printer (in the example: 2) with 
the following command: 
<ESC> x <Output = 1> <Type = Font Number= 6> <Message Index = dont care = 0> 
 
The printer will answer to the host with the following return data: 
<ESC> x <Type = Font Number = “05”> <Index = dont care = “01”> <size = “01”> <Font Number ="2"> 

 
 

4.6.2 Output format on the printer 
 

If "printer" is set as output (type = 2), the printer will print the message aligned left. 
The data output "data" is always formatted in string format (no 0 termination!). 
There are three different possibilities: 
 

1.  The message contains a string.  
The string is printed without further formatting. (example: "GE1234") 

2.  The message contains an 8-bit value.  
It is given as decimal number which will be changed to a string. The string is printed out.    
(example: "72") 

3.  The message contains an 8-bit value representing flags.  
This 8-bit value will be printed out as 8 digits "0" resp. "1". 
In the middle a space character is added. (example: "0001 0011"). 
 

Example 1: 
Command to print the firmware system string on the printer: 
<ESC> x <Output = 2> < Type = System-String = 5> < Index = Firmware-GE = 1> 
The printer will print the following string: "GE1234" 
 
Example 2: 
Command to have the printer print the number of fonts available in the system: 
<ESC> x <Output = 2> <Type = Font Number = 6> <Index = dont care = 0> 
The printer will print the following string: "2" 
 
Example 3: 
Command to have the printer print the flags of the label flag user parameter (parameter 20).  
Output should be as ASCII bit pattern: 
<ESC> x <Output = 2> <Type = User Parameter = 4> <Index = Label Flags = 20> 
The printer will print the following string: "0000 0111" 
 

 

4.6.3 Use in batch files 
 

The message command can also be accessed from batch files. Thus enables complex macros for the 
output of printer settings, firmware versions, etc. If 0 or 1 is used as text conserve, a summary of 
printer settings is available at the push of a button. 
Per default, all settings in batch file T0 are printed by the printer. Batch file T0 is accessed by pressing 
the feed button during the boot-up for at least 2 seconds. 
 
INFO: 
After execution of T0 the text size is set to width=0 and height=1.  
Therefore parameters have to be changed before performing T0 as the settings for 
width and height will be overtaken as shown above. 
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4.6.4 Read value 
Read A/D values from VP, printer head temperature and motor temperature (optional) 

The transmitted/printed values DO NOT directly show the real power voltage or temperature in volts or 
°C.  They are shifted 8-bit measuring data from the analog/digital converter.  
The a/d values have a range of 0 - 255 and have to be interpreted by the user. 
 

Analog channel 0 :  print head power voltage 

Analog channel 1 :  print head temperature 

Analog channel 2 :  Motor temperature  (only with unused AUX 2)  

 

Following examples describe the commonly used values, which can vary depending on the implemented 
hardware. Please contact us. 

 
 Voltage of print head 
 A/D value output is n 8 bit   

 

€ 

Vp = n8bit *117,19mV  

for printers with nominal voltage of 24V: Vdigit = 117.647 mV 
 for printers with nominal voltage of 5V: Vdigit  = 35.294 mV  
 

 Enquiry: <ESC>x<1d><2d><0d>   Read out of 8 bit sensor value 
 Output:   <ESC>x 0 2 0 0 0 3 2 0 5  Output value 205  complies with ~  24V 
 
 

Temperature of print head and motor 
A/D value output is n 8 bit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature of print head 
B const.: 3950 K R25: 30 kΩΩ at 25 °C      Rp: 27 kΩΩ 
 

 Enquiry:     <ESC>x<1d><2d><1d>   Read out of  8 bit sensor value 
 Output:    <ESC>x 0 2 0 1 0 3 1 2 5  Output value 125 complies with ~  25°C 

 

 

Temperature of motor  
B const.: 3950 K R25: 30 kΩΩ at 25 °C      Rp: 27 kΩΩ 

 
 Enquiry: <ESC>x<1d><2d><2d>   Read out of  8 bit sensor value 

Output:   <ESC>x 0 2 0 2 0 3 1 2 5  Output value 125 complies with ~  25°C 
 
 
 

€ 

Tx =
1

1
B
ln RP

R25

1
255
n8bit

−1

⎡ 

⎣ 

⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 

⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

⎛ 

⎝ 

⎜ 
⎜ 
⎜ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 

⎟ 
⎟ 
⎟ 
⎟ 

+
1
298°

− 273°
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4.7 Distance sensor 
 

A distance sensor may be connected to the near-paper-end sensor input at the controller board. Using 
standard controller boards, additionally connect the input and the GND of the NPE plug, as well as the 
power supply. Using controller GCT-6797 allows direct connection of the distance sensor. In order to 
measure the distance install the sensor minimum 4 cm above the paper roll (complete roll). The 
measuring range is 4 to 30 cm. Depending on the measuring result, the distance sensor gives an output 
level of approx. 0 to 5 V at the NPE controller input. This value can be read as a 8 bit value via the 
message command. Neccessary linarity and normalization has to be performed by the processing 
software.  
The delivered voltage can show turbulancies, which has to be filtered byme the processing software too. 

 
Parameter 32: Settings of distance sensor 

 
 Parameter 32 indicates if the NPE sensor is working digitally (=0) or analog (>0).  
 With a  signal > 0 the voltage can be red out. This value sets the analog treshold voltage for NPE message  
 output. 
  Attention: This function and the digital query do not have a hysteresis! 
 

 0  NPE works digital 
 1 - 255  NPE works analog. The indicated value is the NPE switching treshold 

 
 

 Following commands have to be performed: 
<ESC>V<32d><value>    once for saving 

 <ESC>x<1d><2d><4d>    Read out of 8 bit sensor value 
 

  see also chapter 4.6 Inquiry of system parameters 
 

 

4.8 Automatically open the printer  

4.8.1 Open the printer flap through actuator   For special printer models only. 
[Designation] Open printer automatic 
[Format] ASCII ESC U 
 Hex 1B     
 Decimal 27   
[Description] This command initiates that the printer flap opens automatically. 
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5 Download of Firmware, Fonts, Logos or Batch files 

 The controller comes with the option to update firmware and/or font batch files through the USB or 
RS232 interface. In the RS232 mode, the update can only be performed through the transfer setting              
115,200; n; 8; 1. 
All control commands required for the download are already integrated in an update file. They only have 
to be sent to the controller. The controller will load the file and write it in its program memory (flash). 
After successful transfer and programming, the printer restarts automatically. 
Should an error occur during the download process, the controller will remain in download mode and 
wait for a new download process. 
 
Printer feedback via interface: 
Depending on the bootloader version, two different feedback messages are possible. 
Please react on both kinds. 
 
"Boot: start"      or   „Boot-start“   
"Boot: clr fw"   or  „Boot-clrFW“   
"Boot: pgr fw"  or  „Boot-prgFW“ 
"Boot: clr fnt"  or   „Boot-clrFNT“ 
"Boot: pgr fnt"   or  „Boot-prgFNT“    
"Boot: pgr snr"  or  „Boot-prgSNR“ 
"Boot: pgr params" or  „Boot-prgPARM“ 
"Boot: copy params" or  „Boot-cpyPARM“ 
"Boot: finished"  or  „Boot-fin“ 
 
Printer feedback via interface: 
using bootloader version with integrated CRC checkup. 
 
"Boot: CRC xxxx" xxxx =  check sum comparative value   

computed  from programmed firmware or font 
 
 

  
Error-flags: 

 The error flags at the completion of the bootloaders are sent as hex values.  
The individual flags stand for: (default value is 00) 
 
Bit 0: protocol/ check sum error 
Bit 1: CRC error 
Bit 2: attempt to program without previous erasing 
Bit 3: error due to program memory overflow 
Bit 4: error due to font memory overflow 
Bit 5: error due to missing program identification 
Bit 6: verify error (error during flash programming) 
Bit 7: unused 
 

 
 Hint:  
After a successful update of either firmware and/or font, batchfiles the boatloader reports “boot:finished” 
resp. “boot-fin” with a error-flag”00”.  
The update procedure must be repeated, If one or both of these messages are not being sent at the end of the 
update or the error-flag is unequal “00”.  
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5.1 Remote bootloader entry from the firmware via command 
 The reset command described above is used to enter the bootloader process from the firmware. 

Depending on the command, either the currently selected firmware baud rate or the standard bootloader 
baud rate can be used. 

 
 [Designation] Initialise 
 [Format] ASCII ESC d  n 
  Hex 1B 64      n 
  Decimal 27 100      n 
  
 [Description] n := <02d> software reset (caused by jump onto reset vector) with subsequently 

start of bootloader (without paper emty condition). Bootloader starts with 
standard baud rate. 

  
 n := <03d> software reset (caused by jump onto reset vector) with subsequently 

start of bootloader (without paper emty condition). At command moment, 
bootloader starts with baud rate actually set in firmware (-> baud rate is not 
changed by bootloader). 

 
 
 Please note during boot process: 

After the reset command, the printer will need a short break to start the bootloader. The RS232 (or 
USB) input buffer will be erased during this initialization. Therefore, a short break is required after the 
reset command, before more (boot load) commands can be sent. 
 
The bootloader will be active for about 5 seconds (the time corresponds to the manual bootloader 
activation through reset at paper-empty). If no bootloader start command is received during this time 
(<ESC> "B3GO_BOOT"), the firmware will be restarted. 
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5.2 Automatic bootloader entry at start up 
When starting up the controller voltage with a valid firmware implemented, the bootloader of the 
controller will first test, if paper is insert or not.  
With paper inserted, the printer software starts immediately.  
With no paper inserted, the bootloader waits for approx. 5 seconds looking for update files.  
In case update files are recognized, the bootloader process will be started.  
Otherwise the printer firmware starts after approx. 5 seconds. 
The baud rate is set to the value of the printer parameter. On request or from the internet (download) 
you can get font or firmware update files. 
 
Practical use of bootloader in the field: 
* Connect your printer to the serial or USB port of your computer. 
* Set the RS232 interface of your PC to 115.2 kbaud. 
* Remove inserted paper (this starts the programming mode fort he bootloader). 
* Reset the printer. 
* Send the boot file from your PC to the printer within the next 5 seconds. 
* The boot update takes about 3 – 5 seconds. After the programm has been updated, the PC will do a 
new   
   start and the printer will be reset automatically. Afterwards the printer is ready for use. The baud rate is 
   set to the value of the printer parameter. 
 

 
Deactivate the automatic bootloader-entry: 
Setting the parameter 0 to AAHex, switches off the automated bootloader-entry. 
With the next reset, the programm will start up immediately, also without inserted paper. 
Attention:  
If an error occurs during the boot process and the automatic bootloader-entry is switched off, the printer might be useless 
afterwards and has to be sent to the ServiceCenter for reprogramming. 
Therefore we recommend following procedure for „updating the firmware via command“: 
 
1. Switch on the automatic bootloader-entry: <ESC>Q<0d><0d><ESC>V<0d>  
2. Entry in bootloader: <ESC>d<2d> 
3. Wait fort he bootloader message „Boot: start“. 
4. Send firmware. 

As soon as the firmware answers correctly, deactivate the automatic bootloader-entry: 
<ESC>Q<0d><AAh><ESC>V<0d>  

 
 

5.3 Resetting printer parameters (user settings) 

 to default values (factory settings) 
 
 [Designation] Restore Factory settings 
 [Format] ASCII  ESC  B3 GO_BOOT ESC BS  ESC B9 
  Hex  1B 42 33 47  4F 5F 42 4F 4F 54 1B 42  53 1B 42  39 
  Decimal 27 66 51 71  79 95 66 79   79 84 27 66   83 27 66  57 
 [Description] The controller can be reset to its default settings. For this, the controller has to 

be switched to bootloader mode.  
As soon as the bootloader is active, the command has to be given within five 
seconds. The bootloader will then overwrite the user settings with the factory 
settings. We recommend to use the binary file "getdef.prn" with the content 
stated above. 

  Attention: This will overwrite the user string. 
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6 Statistics 

Special actions „events“ of the printer will be stored in the statistics in order to optimize the printer service. All 
measured values recorded in the statistics will be stored in a ring buffer of the EEPROM. The ring buffer is able to 
store 38.3 Mio events. This means, that each event uses an equal part of the memory. The nominal maxiumum is 
only an estimated value for the calculation of the needed memory. With every event the counter status will be 
immediately actualized in the RAM and time by time written to EEPROM (process in the background). The counter 
status of the statistics can not be reset. 
 
Please regard, that the operation and running depend on on/off times of the printer and can show up as 
significantly wrong. The operation time counter will be increased only after one minute. Is a printer always 
switched off before that time, the counter status stays the same. In that case put the number of „PowerOn“ into 
account for assessing the operation time. 
  

6.1 Variables and maximum  
Identifyer  Measured Variable Eventual Value  Granulatarity  Eventual Count 

 0  operation time  20 years  1 Min.  10,519,200 

 1  running time  300 km   3 cm  10,000,000 

 2  PowerOn  4,000,000  1    4,000,000 

 3 Cuts   4,000,000  1    4,000,000  

 4  Head Up  6,000   1           6,000 

 5  Paper End  6,000   1           6,000  

 6  EoT command (P70 !) 4,000,000  1    4,000,000 

        sum  32,531,200 

 

6.2 Output of statistic values via message command 
A 8-size ASCII-HEX formated command controls the message output of the variable.  
 
Attention:  When asking for a message output, a statistics query can only be started after having received the 

message answer! 
 
 
      
[Example]  message command, Query number of cuts: <ESC>x<1d><15d><3d> 

[Output]  Number of cuts = 2DB4h  =  11700  

 1Bh   78h  30h  46h  30h  33h      30h 38h  00h 00h 00h 00h 32h 44h 42h 34h 

 ESC   x      0      F      0     3           0    8      0     0      0      0     2     D      B    4 

 repeat message command                 number of bytes    number of cuts 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 300 dpi printers 
Printers using 300 dpi print heads, print with a resolution of 12x12 dots/mm2. 
Printers using 200 dpi print heads, print with a resolution of 8x8 dots/mm2. 
 
The manual describes the resolution of several parameters with 1 mm. The reason therefore is, that the resolution 
is classified in whole numbers multiples of 8 pixels or 8 dot lines. 
 
[Example] with P16 = 100 (parameter 16 = ticket length in mm, see also parameter 20) 
 

300 dpi printer: the ticket length is 100x8 = 800 dot lines long, i.e. 800 x 1/12 mm = 66.6 mm 
200 dpi printer: the ticket length is 100x8 = 800 dot lines long, i.e. 800 x 1/8 mm = 100 mm 
 
Easy to convert: value in mm x 2/3  

 

7.1.1 Influence of resolution 300 dpi on parameter settings 
The following describes the influence of the 300 dpi resolution on set parameters: 
 
1.  borders parameter 8, 9 und 12 
 [Example]   with P8 = 20d 

 200 dpi: text insert of 20 mm / 300 dpi: 13.4 mm 
  
2.  print dynamic parameter 14 
 
3.  formular length  parameter 16 (see also parameter 20) 
 [Example]   with P16 = 200d 

 200 dpi: ticket length = 200 mm / 300 dpi: 133 mm 
 
4.  print speed parameter 22 
  Vmax is determined in dot lines/s  
 [Example]   with P22 = 100 
  200 dpi: Vmax = 100x2x8 = 1600 lines/s = 200 mm/s / 300 dpi: 133 mm/s 
  also valid for autoload speed (parameter 35)  
 
5.  autoload length parameter 25 
 [Example]   with P25 = 254d 
  200 dpi: 254 mm ticket feed in / 300 dpi: 170 mm  
 
6.  presenter  
 output length parameter 29 
 [Example]   with P29 = 254d 
  200 dpi: ticket output length = 254 mm / 300 dpi: 170 mm  
 
7.  width of double cut parameter 33 
 [Example]   with P33 = 10d 
  200 dpi: double cut width = 20 mm / 300 dpi: 13.3 mm 
 
8.  tabulator  (ESC N x) 
 [Example]   with ESC N = 20d 
  200 dpi: text shift of 20 mm / 300 dpi: 13.3 mm  
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9.  barcode 
 [Example] width and height in lines 
  with 300 dpi resolution, more lines are needed to receive he same length in mm 
  Offset x*8 dots ("mm" for 203 dpi)  
 


